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. Big Rock' Point fluclear Power PlEnt.
' Docket ilo. 50-155:

- Geotechnical Evaluation of the Site
. Prepared by B. Jagannath, GES, HGEB, DE .

.

*

The Licensee of the Big Rock Point Power Plant, one of the Systematic*

Evaluation Program (SEP) plants, has petitioned for a l'icense for

modifications /$dditions to the Spent Fuel' Pool 5t the plant. As part

of the seismic s$fety m$rgin study of the plant, avail'$ble geotechnical [
.

data has been evaluated by the staff to estab ish the site. profile. 1

:

!
?

1. _Geotechnical Data Available.,

The evaluation is based on the following: I.

1) 'SoilReport',BigRockPoint.P15nt,Charlevoix, Michigan,by

Soil Testing Services, Inc., March 7, 1960 (Reference 1).

2) " Geophysical Cross-Hole Survey", Big Rock Point tiuclear Power Plant, j-

r !
! Charlevoix, Michigan, January 1979. (Reference.2). t

,

k

] Thefirstsetofdata,SoilsReport(1960),presentsthegeotechnic$1

) investigation and analyses performed in connection with the construction i
. . t'

of the power plant. The investigation consisted of drilling seven borings
|

and performing laboratory tests on soil samples recovered from the borings. [
!

. -
1

The site was classified as relatively seismically in-active and hence j
|

-
. .

! dynanic characteristics of the soil and rock at the site were not determined. !
|
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The second set of d$ta, Geophysical Cross-liole ' Survey Report (1979),

presents the geophysical investigations performed to establish the

dynamic properties of the materi$1s at the site. This investigation

consisted of drilling three borings 5nd performing cross-hole tests.

to detennine the compressional and shear wahe velocities of the soil

and rock at the site. Tije report presents details of the test and
.

measured halues of shear and compressional w$ve helocities as $ function-
t

of depth..

..

2. Ehaluation of Site Data

The site has approximately 40 ft thick soil cherburden overlying

limestonebedrock;thecherburdeniscomposedof: .. .

7 to 10 ft thick, medium dense to dense, fine to coars5 sand with some-

grahelandlimestonechips,$ndharyingamountofsilt. This is

a glacial outwash deposit. Standardpenetr$tiontest(ASTMD1586)

blow count ranged from 8 to 33. The soil is predomonantly cohesionless.

The ground water table is controlled by the adjoining lake lehel $nd '

is at an approximate depth of 8 ft below ground surface.

! 30 to 35 ft thick, fine to coarse sand with some . clay, trace of silt-

andgrahel. Thisisaherystiffcohesiveglacialtill. The standard'

*

penetration test blow count ranged from 19 to 162. Sand-lenses were

i occasionally encountered in this stratum,

i

.
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The bedrock 'is limestone. The upper 15 to 17 ft of this is' highly-

_

fractured and weathered fossiliferous limestone with scans of cl$y.

The core recovery in this zone ranged from 0 to 90 percent.and

the RQD (Rock Quality Designation) ratio ranged form 0 to 26.

.

This highly fractured limestone zone is underlain by approximtely

75 ft thick massihe limestone with occ$sion51 seams of clay. The core

recoheryinthisrangedfrom40to100percentand'theRQDratio

ranged from 0 to 84. *

.

This massihe limestone is underlain by $pproximately 50 ft thick,

highly fractured limestone with Vugs. .The core recovery in this zone

rangedfrom10to100 percent $ndtheRQ'Dratiow$s0."'
- n-

The fractured huggy zone is underl$in by massihe limestone. The core
'

recovery.in this zone ranged from 52 to 100 percent and the RQD

ratios ranged from 55 to 90. The deepest boring at the site (201 ft
deep) was tenninated in this stratun.

Recommended Site Prc. file

The soil and rock pirameters needed for the chaldation of amplification

effects at the plant are: bulk density, shear wahe velocity and Poisson's

ratio.
.

Bulk density was determined by 15boratory tests on soil and rock se;nples

recovered fann borigns. Insitecompressionalandshearwaveholocities

were measured in the cross-hole test. Posisson's ratio was computed

.
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Table 1
,

..

Recommended Design Parameters for Dynamic Analysis

'Layer Avg-
.

Density- Velocity Ratio
Bulk - ShearWahe Poissoii's

Thickness
Feet Lbs/ftJ Ft/sec.

' Sand &Grahel 8 130 840 0.42' i

Sand, Gravel & Clay 32 147 1860 0.45
'

(TILL) .,

!

Limestone
(Weathered & Fractured) 16 150 4200 0.42

,

,

Competent Limestone 75 155 5360 0.'40

Vuggy Limestone 50 130 4080 0.'46
'

,

Competent Limestone . Boring 155 6000 0. 40 '-
*

I terminated in
[this layer. ,

|, , ,

i

* Groundwater table is at the top of the till. '"
'
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NUCt. EAR REGULATCRY COMMISSION

INFORMATION REPORT
~

Fe r: The Commissioners

From: Robert 8. Minogue, Director
Office of Standards Development

Thru: Lee V. Gossick, Executive Director for Operations . . . .

Subject: IDENTIFICATION OF ISSUES PERTAINING TO SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC'
'

SITING REGULATION, POLICY, AND PRACTICE FOR NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS ,

Purcose: To inform the Commission of the status of the staff's reassess-
ment of Appendix A " Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria For
Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 100, " Reactor Site Criteria.'

Backoround: Thispaperisasequelto|SECY77-288Akwhichdescribedcurrent
licensing practice and regulatory requirements in the seismic
and geologic siting area. Appendix A to Part 100 sets forth a
framework that guides the staff in i,ts evaluation of the ade-
quacy of applicants' investigations of geologic and earthquake
phenomena and proposed plant design parameters. The bases for
Appendix A were established in the late 60's and it became
effective in December 1973. Since then, with advances in the
sciences of seismology and geology along with the occurrence of
some issues in licensing cases not foreseen in the development
of Appendix A, a number of significant difficulties have arisen
in the application of this regulation. As a result of these
difficulties, the staff ' began a reassessment of Appendix A. This
stage of the staff reassessment involved identifying problem areas
needing resolution.

Issues identified in the enclosures have been synthesized from
comments by the staff, meetings with the Seismic Subcommittee of
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and its consultants,
interested persons who responced to a staff FEDERAL REGISTER
notice on January 19, 1978 (eighteen comments were receivec),
and other sources. Enclosure E describes in more detail the back-
ground for this paper and sources of information used.

Discussion: Issues that have been identified have been divided into three
categories and presented in Enclosures A, 8, and C. Enclosure A_
contains issues that stem directly from geoscience requirements
put forth in Appendix A. Enclosure 8 contains issues arising
from engineering requirements in Appendix A, procedures for pro-
viding an interface of these requirements with geologic and

/CONTACT: .;
#'G. Robbins / ,,C/

O. Sucge e' /,
'

L13-5976 )s i
,

.
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seismic' input and with matters involving scientific and engineer-
ing conservatism. Enclosure C_ contains broad policy and technicad
issues bearing on the implementation of Appendix A and its
revision. Enclosure F, memo from Minogue to Commissioner Mason,
dated October 8,1976, provides further information on seismic
issues (Operating Basis Earthquake Concept).

In making geoscience assessments, there is a need for consider-
able latitude and judgement. This latitude and judgement is
required because of limitations in data, the state of the art
of geologic and seismic analyses, and the rapid evolution taking
place in the geosciences in terms of accumulating knowledge and
in modifying concepts. This appears to have been recognized
when Appendix A was developed. However, having geoscience assesso
ments detailed and cast in Appendix A, a regulation, has created
difficulty for applicants and the staff in terms of inhibiting
the use of needed judgement and latitude. Also, it has inhibited
flexibility in applying basic principles to new situations and.
the use of evolving methods of analyses in the licensing process.
Additionally, various sections of Appendix A lack clarity

,

and are subject to different interpretations and dispute. Also, '

some sections in the Appendix do not pFdvide sufficient informa-
tion for implementation. As a result of being both overly
detailed in some areas and not detailed enough in others, the
Appendix has been the source of licensing delays and debate, has
inhibited the use of some types of analyses and has inhibited
the development of regulatory guidance.

In other siting areas, such as hydrology, regulatory guidance has
been handled effectively through the use of regulatory. guides
and a program for their continuous updating. Many problems
encountered in implementing Appendix A could best be alleviated
through the use of regulatory guides and a program for contin- i

uous updating. The best course of action appears to be that
Appendix A be revised to express the general intent of geologic
and seismic assessments and that details presently in Appendix A

1

be incorporated into a set of "1st generation" regulatory guides ~

which would provide at least the equivalent of what is now in
Appendix A. The "1st generation" guides could then be updated
and supplemented with further guides to keep pace with advances
in the state of the art and staff experience gained in the ;

review of license applications.

s

!
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The subsequent stage of the staff reassessment is discus. sed in
Enclosure D. In brief, the next stage will consist of a value-
impact analysis of issues, the development of a revised regu-
lation and supplemental regulatory guides, as was stated in the
prior paragraph, and the development of a policy paper making
specific recommendations for rule making.

Coordination: The enclosures to this paper were prepared jointly by the Offices
of NRR and OSD. The Office of NRR concurs in this paper; the
Offices of I&E, RES and OELD, and the Seismic Subcommittee of
the ACRS were consulted. OELD has no legal objections to this
paper.

C 4,f b. p' ' -

Robert B. Minogue, Director
Office of Standards Development

Enclosures:
A. Geoscience Issues Originating from Appendix A , , .

to 10 CFR Part 100
B. Engineering Design Issues Related to Vibratory :; :

Ground Motion
C. Broad Policy and Technical Issues Bearing on the

Implementation and Revision of Appendix A
0. Summary of Subsequent Stage in the Asse.ssment

of Current Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria,
Policy, and Practice

E. Background and Sources of Information Used in this
Paper

F. Memo from R.B. Minogue to Commissioner Mason, 10/8/76,
"The Relationship between Safe Shutdown Earthquakes
and Operating Basis Earthquakes"

DISTRIBUTION:
Ccmmissioners

: Commission Staff Offices
| Exec. Dir. for Opers.

Regional Offices
ACRS

ASL3P
ASLAP
Secretariat

|
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TOPICS OF ENCLOSURES

ENCLOSURE A: GEOSCIENCE ISSUES ORIGINATING FROM APPENDIX A TO 10 CFR PART 100

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Impacts of Issues

- Impaired efficiency of licensing process (delays)
- Expenditure of manpower
- Restricted ability to use advances in science and

engineering
- Impacts on backfitting
- Difficulties for applicants created by the regulation
- Impacts on safety

2. ISSUES
2.1 Tectonic Provinces and Associated Concepts
2.2 Correlation of Seismicity and , Tectonic Structure
2.3 Capable Fault
2.4 Specification of Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) and

Operating Basis Earthquake (08E) Vibratory Ground Motion

.. .

ENCLOSURE 8: ENGINEERING DESIGN ISSUES RELATED TO VIBRATORY GROUND MOTION

1. INTRODUCTION
2. ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS IN THE REGULATION

2.1 Specification of Vibratory Ground Motion
2.1.1 Site Specific vs Generalized Response Spectra
2.1.2 Variation of Ground Motion with Depth
2.1.3 Specification of Time History
2.1.4 Duration of Shaking

2. 2 OBE Use in Engineering
2. 3 Consideration of Aftershocks
2. 4 Consideration of Potential Damage from Earthquakes Less than

the SSE
2. 5 Use of Probability for Considering Comoinations of Loads
2. 6 Need for Seismic Scram

3. ISSUES REGARDING CONSERVATISM
3.1 Deterministic vs. Probabilistic Approach
3.2 Empirical Relations Between Earthquake Size and Ground Motion

Parameters
3. 3 General Lack of Definition of Overall Seismic Design

Conservatism

~
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ENCLOSURE C: BROAD POLICY AND TECHNICAL ISSUES BEARING ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION AND REVISION OF APPENDIX A

1. INTRODUCTION
2. IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPLEMENTING APPENDIX A IN THE LEGAL CONTEXT
3. INTERFACE OF ISSUES WITH OTHER NRC POLICY

3.1 Lack of Policy Statements Concerning Early Site Reviews,
Limited Work Authorizations, and Alternative Site Reviews

3.2 Seismic Design of Fuel Cycle Facilities
3.3 Consideration of Seismic Design of Nonradiological Safety

Structures, Systems and Components
4. ISSUES PERTAINING TO NATIONAL POLICIES AND PRACTICES

4.1 Consistency of NRC Seismic and Geologic Siting Policy and
Practice with Other National Policies and Practices
4.1.1 Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977 (EHRA)
4.1.2 Presidential Directives

4.1.2.1 Executive Order - Improving Government
Regulations

4.1.2.2 National Energy Policy
4.1.3 Oraft Congressional Legislation
4.1.4 Comparison of NRC and Other Federal Agen,cy Critical

Facility Seismic and Geologic Siting Policy and
Practica .. .

5. EXTENT AND NATURE OF REVISIONS TO APPENDIX A

ENCLOSURE 0: SUMMARY OF SUBSEQUENT STAGE IN THE ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT
SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC SITING CRITERIA, POLICY,
AND PRACTICE

A. Preliminary Value Impact Statement (PVIS)
8. Revision of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 and Development

of Supplemental Guides

ENCLOSURE E: BACXGROUNO AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION USED IN THIS PAPER

I. Background
II. Sources of Information

ENCLOSURE F: MEMO FROM R.B. MINOGUE TO COMMISSIONER MASON,10/8/76, "THE RELA-
TIONSHIP BETkEEN SAFE SHUT 00WN EARTHOUAKES AND OPERATING BASIC
EARTHOUAKES"
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ENCLOSURE A

GEOSCIENCE ISSUES ORIGINATING FROM APPENDIX A TO 10 CFR PART 100

1. INTRODUCTION

General Design Criterion 2 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 requires

that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and components important to

safety be designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as

earthquakes, and tornadoes, without loss of capability to perform their

functions. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100, Seismic and Geologic Siting

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, sets forth criteria pertaining to site

investigations to assess the effects of earthquakes and other geologic

| phenomena to meet the requirements of General Design Criterion 2. Appendix A

sets forth considerations which guide the Commission in its evaluation of:
.

,

(1) the suitability of'a proposed site; (2) the suitability of plant

design bases established in consideration of site characteristics; and (3) .

- reasonable assurance that a nuclear power plant can be constructed and

operated at a proposed site without undue risk to the health and safety of

the public. When Appendix A was developed, it was recognized that limita-

tions in data and the state of the art would necessitate future modifica- -

tions as data increased and the state of the art advanced (see SCOPE of
I

I Appendix A and Statement of Considerations).

Appendix A criteria, procedures and methods are directed toward the

following major objectives:

a. The estimation of the severity of ground shaking at a site due

to potential earthquakes for use in nuclear power plant design;
!

! |

1 Enclosure "A"
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b. The assessment of the potential for ground rupture that could

affect plant structures due to fault movement;

Theevaluationoftheeffectonthesiteofphenomenaassociatedc.

with earthquakes such as seismically generated sea waves and

ground failure; and

d. The assessment of the potential for other geologic hazards at a

site such as landslides and subsidence.

The principal issues ' discussed in this enclosure relate to tectonic

provinces, tectonic structures, capable faults, and specification of thea

Safe Shutdown Earthquake and Operating Basis Earthquake. These concepts

have been put forth in Appendix A to achieve the above objectives.

Difficulties have arisen with regard to the application of these concepts.

An additional issue that has been identified but is not discussed
,,

further in'this paper concerns volcanic hazards. Appendix A states that

. volcanic hazards are to be addressed on a case-by-case basis; however, it

has been suggested that generic regulatory guidance be provided.

1.1 Imoacts of Issues

Issues identified in this enclosure have far reaching impacts on

siting policy and practice, plant design and construction, and ultimately

on safety margins presently applied in these areas. Major impacts are

summarized below.

,

:

2 Enclosure "A"
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Impaired efficiency of licensing process (delays)

Seismic difficulties in cases and debate over requirements in Appendix A '

have led to considerable delays. The extent of impact in this area is

difficult to quantify. However, NUREG-0292, " Nuclear Power Plant Licensing:

Opportunities for Improvement," indicates considerable schedule slippage

due to delays in geology / seismology reviews. In the reviews of Indian
>

Point 2 and 3, WPPSS 1 and 4, Skagit, Pebble Springs, and Pilgrim 2,

debate over satisfying Appendix A requirements caused delays in excess of

a year. In addition, faulting on the site, and' perceived difficulties by

the applicant in meeting the regeirements of Appendix A was the' reason

given for the withdrawal of the Sears Island proposed site.

'Excenditure of manpower

8ecause of difficulties encountered, considerable manpower is required

for case review, preparation and response to interrogatories, preparation

~ of testimony, and appearance at hearings. Often problems requiring con-

siderable manpower stem from difficulties in making geologic or seismic

assessments because of limitations in data and the state of the art.
,

However, difficulties have been encountered which arise more from attempts

to meet requirements in Appendix A than from a given seismic or geologic

assessment. For example, the Indian Point 2 and 3 case before the ASLAB

(Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board) dealt with many fundamental

issues stemming frcm Appendix A requirements and involved approximately 12

members of the staff (technical review and legal) over a 2 year period.

,

3 Enclosure "A"
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Restricted ability to use advances in science and engineering

The staff is inhibited in certain parts of its review from using

state-of-the-art analysis because Appendix A, as a regulat' ion, cannot be

easily modified to accommodate developments in science or engineering
'

methodology. The future development.of the review process is also inhib-

ited because results of NRC research or state-of-the-art procedures and

methods, which might be incorporated into regulatory guides, are often not"

compatible with the requirements of Appendix A. The NRC has spent millions
i

of dollars for research and contract support wo'rk in the earth science
,

:

area. Much of this work has been necessitated by difficulties in applying !

the requirements of Appendix A to cases. As an important example, the NRC ,

;

! is sponsoring geologic and seismic research over a period of 5 years in the

approximate amount of $3.5 million to find a" definitive means of implement-
:

ing the tectonic province concept (a basic concept introduced in Appendix A |

,to determine seismic potent.al, but not developed . Even if such a means isi )

found, Appendix A is worded such that'the results of this research could be

incorporated into the licensing process only by further rulemaking.

The validity of various procedures employed in the geologic and seismic

review process has been increasingly questioned by experts in the earth ;

science community familiar with these current procedures. In particular,
,

the concepts of tectonic province and capable faulting, stated as regula-
L

tions, have been criticized by experts because they imply that certain |

,

procedures involving interpretation and professional judgment are defini-

tive with respect to their solutions to a particular problem. ;

!

|

4 Enclosure "A"
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Imnacts on backfitting

Evolution of staff practice in an attempt to moet requirements in-

Appendix A and to incorporate state-of-the-art procedures have raised

questions concerning the need for backfitting of previously licensed

facilities. For example, a number of TVA plants were recently reassessed
.

as to their adequacy in light of evolving staff practice in assessing

oarthquake ground motion (response spectra, intensity accoloration relation-

ships). Bocause Appendix A lacks guidance on a quantitative measure of

conservatism to be met, it inhibits staff reassessments of oxisting facil-

ities in terms of assessing whether design or construction modifications

are needed, and creates uncurtainty for applicants, as to whether plants

having construction permits will receive operating licensos in light of
, , , .

now data.
i

Difficulties for applicants created by the ronulation

Appendix A was developed prior to the present-day concepts of early

sito review, limited work authorization and altornative sito review.

Oncause the present regulation emphasi:es a case-by-case approach, it is

not compatible with the application of those now concepts which use a

generic approach. Uncurtainty for applicants concerning the licensing

process is caused by a lack of clear guidance in the regulation regarding

what constitutos acceptability for various aspects and stages of the

current review process. Additionally, thora are instances where the

regulation has fostered nonuniformity and redundancy in SAR submittals,

S Enclosure "A"
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particularly with regard to defining tectonic provinces. A number of

differing tectonic province schemes have been submitted by applicants
.

that meet the requirements in Appendix A but are of questionable value

for sites located in the same geographic area. On the other hand, for

sites in the same area, the same tectonic province scheme is resubmitted

with extensive documentation that is already available in other SARs.

'

>

Imoacts on safety
:

The issues identified in this enclosure have impact on the margin of

safety presently being applied in seismic design. The degree of this.

impact is hard to ascertain in a rigorous sense. Some issues bear on

increasing while others bear'on decreasing margins of safety presently
.

applied. Most issues relate'to the application of professional.. judgment '

and experience, and differin' ' opinions exist as to the adequacy of deter-g

minations and the level of conservatism achieved. Our understanding of
= '

the impact of issues on safety is limited because safety margins and over-

all conservatism are not quantitatively defined.
_

2. ISSUES

2.1 Tectonic Provinces And Associated Concents '

Four principal conceptual elements contained in Appendix A govern the
i

; determination of the maximum intensity of ground shaking due to earth-
|

| quakes to be considered appropriate at a site. These four element.s are
|

| the concepts of tectonic province, tectonic structure, capable fault .i

-
-

|
'

'

.

|

6 Enclosure "A"
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(discussed in Section 2.3), and " reasonable" correlation of seismicity

with geologic _ structure. A tectonic province is defined in Appendix A as:
-

"a region of the~ North American continent characterized by a
relative consistency of the geologic structural features
contained therein."

The concept of tectonic province was developed to provide an appropriate

design basis for earthquakes whose cause is presently indeterminate. The'

staff interprets this concept as employed in Appendix A to imply regions

of uniform earthquake hazard.

A tectonic structure is defined as: -

"a large-scale dislocation or distortion within the
earth's crust. Its extent is measured in miles."

u,

The concept of. tectonic structure is employej 'in Appendix A to ensure

consideration of st'ucture which might localize seismicity in the vicinityr

"

of a site, and therefore, might require special attention in assessing the

seismic design bases.

What constitutes a reasonable correlation between seismicity and

structure is not defined in Appendix A. However, Appendix A requires:
,

" correlation of epicenters or' locations of highest intensity of
historically reported: earthquakes, where possible, with tectonic
structures any part of which is located witnin 200 miles of the
site. Epicenters or locations of highest intensity which cannot
be reasonably correlated with tectonic structures shall be
identified with tectonic provinces any part of which is located
within 200 miles of the site."

H
e

:
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Epicenters that'cannot be reasonably correlated r'epresent events which thenT

must be assumed to have-the potential for occurring randomly within a' tectonic

-province.
'

The' definition of tectonic province'co'ntained in Appendix A mentions

only geologic structural features but implies that areas of uniform seismic

. potential-will be delineated. Use of information restricted solely.to
.

geologic structure and without regard for its geochronological or seismological
7

-

significance has led to a variety of tectonic. pro'vince schemes, particularly

in the East. Some of these schemes conform to the classical Paleozoic
'

(250-600 million years before the present) geological. provinces depicted '

'

on most maps. However, these maps, such as those by King (1969, 1974),
'

Eardley (1962) and Rodgers (1970), were not developed with any attention

to the possible distribution of seismically active structures. In fact, a

study sponsored by the regulatory staff of the Atomic Energy Commission

and carried out by the U.S. Geological Survey (Hadley and Devine, 1974),

- - and motivated by concern about this issue, shows that there is a very

limited correlation between the classical Paleozoic structural provinces

i and earthquake activity. Other schemes proposed by, applicants and b'ased

on Paleozoic geology may meet the definition in Appendix A but suffer from

the limited correlation between earthquakes and Paleozoic structure. The

i type of assessment called for in Appendix A does not provide adequatiely
'

for vitally important factors bearing on the determination of a tectonic

province and the earthquake ground motion for a given site. These factors

are:

.s

,

i
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] a. Seismicity-
..

The pattern, frequency, and intensity of historic and'instru-t'

mentally recorded seismicity is probably the best and most

direct indicator of present-day tectonic activity in the East.-
,

As such, it is clearly the most relevant parameter for ' defining

areas of uniform seismic hazard. However, as presently written;

Appendix A doesn',t speak to the. application of this data base to

the tectonic province concept.
'

b.- Post-Paleozoic tectonics

The post-Paleozoic and particularly neotectonic (15 mi,11 ton

years and younger) development of a region is important to the

assessment of tectonic provinces. In areas of relatively high

seismicity on a world-wide basis, there is a good icorrelationi

bete en earthquakes and structures formed during;this period.

Additionally, the theory of plate tectonics indicates that the

current pattern of tectonic, driving forces that affects the

stress pattern in the North American continent occurred during
;

post-Paleozoic time. In the eastern U. S., post-Paleozoic

deformational effects are not as pervasive or well exposed as

are those of the Paleozoic. These subtle effects have not gen-

erally*been considered in the past mapping of tectonic elements

to be of the same level of importance as older deformational

feature s.' In part, this is caused by a bias in mapping toward

large-scale geologic structures,

s

,
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c. Advances in Scientific Understanding

0 .Since Appendix A was first drafted in 1966, took much of its .

current form in 1969, and was formally adopted in 1973,

progress has been made in our_ understanding of intraplate

seismicity, and the expansion of the data base is proceeding at

a rapid pace. Important information has been collected and

synthesized on stress distribution and relief, seismic sources,

deep crustal structures, and microseismicity. Because of'its ,

incorporation of detail in the form of a regulation, Appendix A

does not permit such advances in science to be readily incor-
'

porated into the licensing process.

Reliance solely on geologic structure to define areas of uniform
. , .

earthquake hazard, as Appendix A can be construed, is an over simplified

approach and has led to a number of problems. The selection of the appro-

priate geologic structures as boundaries of tectonic provinces is contro-

versial in almost every case. 1.ack of guidance in this area has permitted

applicants and the staff to consider widely varying province configurations

for sites located in the same geographic area and has led to assessments

of uncertain value with regard to conservatism and scientific validity.

To date, the NRC has not succeeded in developing a tectonic province

siting map, and in fact efforts to do so have brought about further com-

plexities. Controversy about size and distribution of tectonic provinces

has led to the recommendation (e.g., the ASLAB in their conclusions on

Indian Point) that NRC establish such a generic map for siting purposes.
!

| Although several Federal agencies have adopted maps to establish the
|

|

| 10 Enclosure "A"
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seismic design basis for various types of structures, it would not appear,

appropriate to apply these to nuclear reactors. For the Commission to do

so, a number of fundamental policy issues must first be addressed. All

the state-of-the-art seismic zoning maps being developed rely to some

degree on probabilistic considerations. At present, there is no consistent

NRC policy in the geoscience area regarding the use of probabilistic

methods for nuclear power plants. Furthermore, adoption of any particular

map based on probabilistic considerations will necessarily require that a

specific level of conservatism or confidence be defined. To date, no

policy has been established stating the specific level of conservatism
,

required in the geoscience area. Even when these issues have been addres-

sed, the adoption of a tectonic province map based on any factors other

than " consistency of geologic structure" will run cont,rary to a literal

interpretation of the present regulation.

Appendix A allows for more conservative assessments than might nor-

mally result from using the tectonic province procedures set forth in the

regulation in areas having " complex geology" and "high seismicity" or

"where geologic and seismic data warrant." " Complex geology" and "high

seismicity" are relative terms and are not defined in Appendix A; thus

they become items subject to dispute. Additionally, situations where

" geological and seismological data warrant" consideration of larger

earthquakes are undefined in Appendix A and, again, are open to dispute.

Appendix A also requires the most severe earthquakes associated with

11 Enclosure "A"
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structures and provinces be identified considering the historical earth-

quakes that can be associated with the structures and provinces and "other

relevant factors." No guidance is given as to what is meant by "other

relevant factors."

2.2 Correlation of Seismicity and Tectonic Structure
'

Fundamental problems ,arise in the application of Appendix A because

of a lack of guidance regarding the concept of tectonic structure and

correlation with seismicity. The definition of tectonic structure given

in Appendix A is broad and little guidance is given as to how it is to be

7- interpreted. Section IV (Required Investigations) does mention the need

to evaluate tectonic structure "whether buried or expresseu at the surface,"

implying that tecton,1c structure may include features that are interpre-

tive and not necessarily susceptible to traditional methods of surface
~~

geologic mapping. This view that tectonic structure may be interpretative
2' rather than demonstrated is generally. held in the geologic community, and

was originally intended in Appendix A. This point, however, has been

subject to argument, and disagreement has arisen in the course of the

licensing process as to whether a particular geologic feature was correctly

or incorrectly interpreted to be a tectonic structure according to the

intent of Appendix A. One interpretation of the definition found in

Appendix A would be that the only features that may be considered tectonic

l structures (and therefore potential earthquake sources) are those whose

physical characteristics are susceptible to mapping by direct methods of

investigation such as by boring or trenching. Such a narrow definition of

1

12 Enclosure "A"
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a tectonic structure could be. interpreted to exclude from consideration

geophysical, geologic, and seismologic data that indirectly indicate the
3

existence of buried structure but that do not define the structure as

completely as surface mapping might. A narrow definition'may result in_an

erroneous assessment of the presence or absence of particular structure or'

.

structural style and its influence on the distribution of earthquakes.

Patterns and rates of historic seismicity yield, in some cases, compelling

evidence for the existence or lack of existence of a structure capable of
,

generating earthquakes. Other sources of reliable and potentially useful

data which might be excluded by a restricted interpretation of Appendix A
_ . 7

._ include photoimagery, magnetic, gravity, and heat flow measurements,
'

i

geodetic surveys, and microcarthquake activity. Appendix A lacks explicit

guidance in this respect and therefore can result in licensingidelays.

As noted above, what constitutes a reasonable correlation between
1

i

seismicity and a tectonic structure is not defined in Appendix A and no ,

1

guidance is given. The degree of correlation between earthquakes and

structures may vary from a demonstrated causal relationship, to a close

spatial proximity of earthquakes with structures, to an entirely interpre-

tive relationship between the two. According to Appendix A, a " reasonable

correlation" between earthquakes and structure must be determined. The

staff interprets " reasonable" to require that a sound scientific basis be

established to correlate particular earthquakes with tectonic structure or [

to establish within the strength of seismicity data that an unidentified

causative structure exists. The scientific basis may be a complex series
t

'
of geological and seismological arguments. Because Appendix A offers no

,

| 13 Enclosure "A"
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. guidance, application of this interpretation has been controversial in

several instances. Narrower interpretations of " reasonable correlation"'

have been raised which would require that the epicenter of the earthquake

be very accurately known, that it fall on a well-mapped and physically

well-defined geologic structure, and that a causative relationship be

demonstrated. Such precision is rarely obtained at the present time. A-

slightly less narrow interpretation might permit the general association

of a certain earthquake with a specific structure if its epicenter were

near that structure, but not on it, and if the structure were well enough

known that a mechanism for generating earthquakes could be accepted. The

' broader interpretation, which the staff favors, would consider the correla-

tion of particular earthquakes with zones of crustal weakness that are not

necessarily specifically defined by known structures but are inferred on the

basis of geophysical data, geologic data, tectonic history, and seismicity,

and for which credible causative mechanisms may be established. The above

; interpretations, as well as others falling within the range mentioned, are

all scientifically acceptable as methods of correlation, but the degree of

conservatism is different for each case. Appendix A is deterministic and

does not specify the degree of conservatism to be applied (i.e. , in terms

of explicitly defining conservatism through specifying acceptable proba-

bilities of earthquake recurrence, or specifying a quantitative rationale

for the margins of safety associated with deterministic procedures); there-
,

!

fore, the acceptance of a correlation becomes one of professional jeJgment

based on available information. Because of differences in professional

14 Enclosure "A"
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views, controversy' leading to litigation has arisen ~over whether a correla-
.

tion exists and whether it is acceptable.

A further. problem with Appendix A is the lack of guidance on the

assessment of seismic zones. .It is becoming widely accepted among earth
j

i scientists that zones and clusters of seismicity in the eastern United

States can be very useful in evaluating areas of present-day crustal-

instability and potentially high earthquake hazard. Many of these zones

and clusters are. clearly and persistently anomalous with respect to regional

background seismicity, broad-scale geologic structure, and known tectonic
.

history. In several cases anomalous seismicity can be related to geologic

- and geophysical data which also suggest local instability relative to

surrounding regions. These kinds of anomalous seismicity data have been!

used in the same sense as othar remote sensing data such as ae79 magnetics,

gravity, and heat flow data, to reasonably correlate large historical

earthquakes with geologic structure. The present regulation provides no

- specific guidance on the use of seismicity as a means of indirectly

identifying tectonic structures and in assessing seismic potential of a.

region.

At present no regulatcry guidance exists as to the use of micro-

earthquake surveys and stress measurements .in the identification and

assessment of seismically active structures. During the last several

years, it has been recognized that microearthquake and stress measurement

data are becoming valuable in identifying and assessing zones of crustal

weakness and instability. Because regulatory requirements do not mention

15 Enclosure "A"
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the use of these data, questions arise as to when_and how they should be

used in performing investigations and specifically what weight should be

given to them.

Related problems that arise after a correlation between an earthquake

and structure has been accepted concern the size of an earthquake that may

be generated. Guidance given in Appendix A for assessing the size of an-

earthquake that may be generated by a structure is basically limited to

assessing capable faults. Appendix A lacks specific guidance in assessing

tectonic structures that appear to be correlated with earthquakes but with

which no capable faults have been identified. Generally, in the West, the

seismic potential of seismically active structures is determined by' con-

sidering historical and instrumental earthquake frequency and size, along

with the inferred potential derived from observations of fault length, dis-

placement, and regional geologic history. In the East it is not clear how

seismic potential should be assessed. This is because of the paucity of

data on large earthquakes and the ger)eral absence of recent surface displace-7

ment in the eastern United States. It is questionable whether the types of

assessments used in the West are applicable to assessing structures in the

East, given the significant differences between the East and West with

regard to such factors as rates of tectonic activity and tectonic settings;

although some distinctions between the East and West were explicitly

recognized in earlier drafts of Appendix A, these were dropped in the final

revision.
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Additionally, Appendix A does not provide guidance for assessing

1

seismically active structures-in the nearfield. There have been several'

I

cases where this problem has become important. Broadly defined, the near-

.) field is that area in such proximity to an earthquake source such that
|

| elastic waves generated by an earthquake are different in terms of fre-
!

quency content and prominent wave type than these waves arriving at a more-!

distant site. The extent of the area is dependent on source dimensions,

attenuation, earthquake depth, and magnitude. Very few seismic records

are available for earthquakes occurring in this area. Thus, the question
,

arises as to how to evaluate nearfield effects given these variables and
1

ithe lack of instrumental data.'

2.3 Capable Fault ,,

The term " capable fault" defined in Appendix A was unique to the

regulation, i.e. , it was not previously used in the earth science profes-

*sion. It was established as a measure,of the itkelihood that a fault

could cause surface rupture and/or localize earthquake activity. The term

has since gained world-wide use in the geologic and seismologic profession

as a more precise definition for " active fault." Four basic elements are

used in Appendix A to establish whether or not a fault is a " capable

f aul t. " These are (a) movement on a fault within the past 35,000 years or

multiple movements within the past 500,000 years, (b) a correlation with

" macro-soismicity," (c) a relationship to a known " capable fault," and,

for non-capability, (d) a structural association with geologically old

structures.
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-The capable fault concept is derived from observations of highly

active faults located in the western United States where there is rela-
.

tively high, ongoing tectonic activity represented by rugged topography,

high rates of crustal deformation, and large and frequent earthquakes.

Although it was developed with western geology in mind, Appendix A applies

this concept uniformly across the entire United States, including the area

east of the Rockies where rates of tectonic activity are relatively low.

In an effort to quantify in rule language, for licensing, a complex

scientific concept, the concept does not permit reasonable accommodation

of new work relevant to assessing fault hazards. The types of work that

are relevant to this prc51em and that are becoming increasingly more widely

accepted include probabilistic analyses, calculations of recurrence rates

for earthquakes and fault movement, microearthquake monitoring, stress

analyses and strain measurements. The question has been raised v.hether
,

-the present definition of capable fault should be modified to include the

'above methods.-

The characteristics of most recent fault movement defining a capable

fault were chosen to provide some measure of the hazard posed by surface

faulting. They are not based on a rigorous assessment of deformational

activity of faults as manifested by a certain level of earthquake activity

related to rates of fault movement. They were, however, chosen and

accepted as being conservative, based on empirical knowledge of numerous

active faults with histories of surface displacement and large^ earthquakes.

Because the numerical age values are specifically stated in Appendix A,

the determination of fault capability may appear to be straightforward.

18 Enclosure "A"
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In practice, however, earth scientists have not always been able to acquire

" absolute" age data (radiometric age dates, etc.) to meet these criteria

and often such assessments involve considerable professional judgment and

indirect or relative methods of dating (the use of rates of denudation,
j

regional geologic history, geomorphology, etc.). In the absence of defini-,

i

tive guidance in Appendix A on the extent of investigation needed to

adequately assess capability of a fault and the level of certainty needed

to conclude a fault is capable, disagreement among geological experts has

arisen.

Difficulty arises in applying the recurrent movement criterion in the

, definition of capable fault. For faults with extensive amounts of offset

(tens of feet) and for minor offset (less than several inches), the

implementation of Appendix A is generally easily accomplisheA., f.e. large

totaloffsetsimplymultiplemovementsandsmalltotaloffseSsusually

imply a single movement. However, for intermediate amounts of offset bet-
- ween these two extremes, a determination of whether a single or recurrent

movement has occurred is difficult to ascertain.

As indicated, the fault movement critoria were not originally based

on a quantified consideration of rates of fault displacement; however, the

numerical values assigned imply certain rates of earthquake activity.

There is an inconsistency in Appendix A in that the rate of activity of a

fault defined by the age of last movement criteria does not necessarily

correspond to an explicit rate of activity as may be inferred from the

seismicity element of the capable fault criteria.
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-The term macro-seismicity is unique to Appendix A and.is used in

-Appendix A as if it were a clearly defined term in the earth sciences. The

term is undefined in Appendix A and is not a generally recognized term.
'

Macro-seismicity means either.large (with respect to earthquake size

and/or rate of earthquake activity) or long (in terms of persistency)

earthquake activity. The staff has interpreted this to imply profound

deep-seated tectonic activ,ity. In current staff practice, macro-seismicity

is considered to be a level of seismicity that implies significant, sus-

tained, and coherent tectonic activity representative of major deforma-

tional movement within the earth's crust. Originally, a specific earthquake

magnitude was intended as a threshold in defining macro-seismicity; this is

not stated or implied in Appendix A.

In the definition of capable fault, the requir'ement concerning

macro-seismicity states:
~

" macro-seismicity [shall be] instrumentally determined with
records of sufficient precision to demonstrate a direct relation-
ship with the fault."

In this regard, Appendix A provides no direction for establishing such a

direct relationship. Appendix A provides no guidance as to what consti-

tutes " records of sufficient precision" and only speaks to the use of

instrumentally determined earthquakes without mentioning the use of his-

torical earthquakes in such an assessment.

According to Appendix A, if a fault is structurally related to a

capable fault, it also must be considered capable. The only guidance on

structural relationships provided in Appendix A is that movement on one

.
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structure could reasonably be expected to be accompanied by movement on,

.|

| the other. Two types of relationships'are possible: first, where there

- is a. direct' physical connection to a capable fault; second, where there is

-[ a genetic relationship between faults properly oriented in the -same stress
,

I

field. For either situation, there may be cases where movement on one^ n
i fault could reasonably be expected to be accompanied by movement on the>

The requirement has been interpreted as only involving a directother.
.

connection to a known capable fault. The direct physical connection of

faults is often extremely difficult to show and .the data required to

define these conditions are not specified in Appendix A. Since Appendix A

is unclear in this regard, professional judgment must be used in making
..

such determinations. Moreover, this clearly goes to the question of level

of conservatisms >

Also in need of clarification is one of the attributes used in defin-

ing a " fault" in Appendix A, i.e. the inclusion of ". . . any associated

.. monoclinal flexure or other similar ge.ologic structural feature." It is

.

not clear how this characteristic should be used in assessing the length
.

of faulting, the earthquake generating potential, or the potential for
2

surface displacement of the fault.

Appendix A further states in the "notwithstanding" clause in the lastJ

paragraph of the definition of capable fault that a fault that can be

demonstrated to be structurally associated with other structural features

that are geologically old is not capable. It appears that this statement'

was intended to apply mainly to the eastern U. S., but the concept may

3

i
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have a nore general application. The statement implies that faults that

can be shown to have formed in response to a tectonic regime that has

ceased to exist, or has been substantially modified, need not be considered

capable even if the fault exhibits one of the characteristics of capability.

It also could be interpreted to mean that faults in regions that have not

experienced kncwn Quaternary or younger tectonism should nevertheless be con-

side' red capable if such faults' exhibit the characteristics of capability.

Also, given the general observation of the antiquity of faults in the

eastern U. S. and the significant differences between eastern and western

U. S. tectonic settings, it is questionable whether it is the intent of

. Appendix A to require extensive investigations of faults in the eastern

U. S.

Movements or deformations of the Earth's crust can be of either a

profound deep-seated nature (tectonic) or of a more superficial nature ,

(non-tectonic). The latter include near-surface stress release, ice-shove
-

features, growth faults, etc. The movement criteria in the definition of

capable fault were intended to deal with tectonic deformation. It has

been previously argued in a petition for rulemaking that Appendix A is not

clear with regard to differentiating the types of fault movement. The

petition was denied because the staff considered Appendix A clear on this

point. The issue is included in this enclosure because it was raised

in.a number of public comments.

A fundamental issue inherent in Appendix A is the concept of design-

ing for surface displacement. Sections V (b) and VI (b) discuss the need

to design for surf ace faulting. In order to accomplish and evaluate sucn
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designs the geoscientist must provide the engineer with an assessment of |'

1

.)
l

I the precise ~1ocation and. expected amount of surface displacement near or

beneath a facility. Such a determination cannot be accomplished with'a

high level of certainty with our present understanding of. fault behavior.
~

Although Appendix A does not include an explicit prohibi. tion on-use of a.

site which would require' designing for. surface displacement, the extensive

investigations and analysis required by Appendix A would in effect result

in such a prohibition. Present engineering and environmental practica
'

contained in Regulatory Guide 4.7,~" General Site Suitability Criteria for

Nuclear Power Stations," states that sites located within 5 miles of a capable

fault are generally not suitable and that sites that include capable faults

are not suitable for nuclear power stations. The' suggestion has been made that

Appendix A state an explicit prohibition on siting near capable faults.
:s ,

-. .

2.4 Specification of Safe Shutdown Earthouake (SSE) and Ooerating Basis

~ Earthouake (08E) Vibratory Ground Motion
.

This section treats the methodology for specifying vibratory grourd

motion from earthquakes. The overall procedure involves (1) taking an

earthquake of some size (magnitude or epicentral intensity), (2) assuming

that event to occur at some defined location relative to the site, (3)

determining an acceleration level at the site representative of this

earthquake, and (4) specifying design ground motion corresponding to that

acceleration level and representative of the postulated earthquake descrip-
|

tion. Appendix A calls for the specification of two earthquakes for
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design. The SSE is an earthquake based upon evaluation of the maximum

earthquake potential of a region. The OBE is an earthquake that could
.

reasonably be expected to affect a plant during its operating life time.

Several issues have been identified covering a wide range of topics of

varying significance in the overall problem of specifying vibratory ground

motion for use in engineering design. Other closely related technical

issues are discussed in sections 2.1 through 2.5 of Enclosure B.

Appendix A calls for specification of earthquake size in. terms of

magnitude or epicentral intensity. Appendix A contains the additional
,

requirement that the magnitude be specified on a Richter scale. In cer-

tain parts of the country, other magnitude scales have traditionally been

used to indicate earthquake size. In such cases, the Appendix A require-

ment can impose an unnecessary constraint since a method for converting

from the scale traditionally used to the Richter scale is not always

available.

Alternatively, Appendix A permits that earthquake size may be expres-

sed in terms of intensity on the Modified Mercalli Scale. Prior to 1934,

nearly all earthquakes were rated according to intensity because instru-

mental data were not available. Some larger earthquakes (post-1927) and a

few great earthquakes (post-1900) have instrumental data. The classifica-

tion of earthquakes on an intensity scale is highly subjective. In parti-

cular, older events for which reports are limited may depend critically on

the skills, objectivity, and biases of one or two observers. Questions

frequently arise about the sizes and locations of scme of these historical

earthquakes. Such questions impact on considerations of the seismic
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design for particular nuclear power plants. As a result,.the staff,

applicants and the U.S. Geological Survey on a case-by-case basis have had

to review the original data sources of earthquakes to reassess earthquake

intensities and locations. There is needed for a reevaluation of eartn-
'

quake intensities and locations of generic scope to establish a more

accurate data base.

After establishing the sizes of earthquakes, the next step in the
,

Appendix A methodology is to provide a representation of ground motion

from a series of earthquakes postulated to occur according to various sets-

of conditions. Thus, in establishing the SSE, Appendix A requires that

-earthquakes equal in size to the largest historical earthquakes associated

with tectonic structures or with tectonic provinces be postulated to occur

on those structures or in those provinces at the points of closest approach i

to the site. For the tectonic province in which the site is located, the

point of closest approach is at the site itself. If this were taken

literally, the site would always be in the nearfield of the postulated

earthquake and special considerations would need to be given to nearfield

effects. In practice, Appendix A has been interpreted to mean that the

maximum intensity historically reported in the province, in which the site

is located, should be placed at the site, but not treated as nearfield.

This interpretation is implied in Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design Response

Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants." This interpretation

hinges on the low probability that the plant will be in the nearfield of a

randomly occurring earthquake of the postulated size, and on extensive

25 Enclosure "A"
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investigations in the site vicinity to identify potential _ earthquake*

sources. This practica does not appear consistent with a literal inter-

pretation of Appendix A.
1

Ground motion in the Appendix A methodology is represented by an

! acceleration level in combination with response spectra (currently defined
i

by Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of

Nuclear Power Plants"). Two issues arise directly from Appendix A require-

ments in this area. First, Appendix A specifies a minimum acceleration

level for the SSE. Appendix A currently sets this level at 0.lg, but

higher levels were considered in its development. The ACRS has,recently

(last several years) questioned whether this minimum level should be

j raised. The reasons put forth for such an increase are: (1) it would,

| provide additional conservatism in. consideration of uncertainties in the

1

data base and would simplify case review; and (2) it would help alleviate

problems with backfitting arising from the trend in recent years toward

. higher SSE acceleration levels in the eastern U. 5. because the design

levels would be higher. Tr.e second issue arises from the requirement that

| ground motion be represented by response spectra corresponding to the

accelerations at the foundation levels of plant structures. Difficulty

| arises here as to what is meant by foundation level. The term foundation
!

| level may either imply some elevation below the ground surface or the strata

upon which the plant is founded whether it be at the surface or below ground.

The latter interpretation was intended; however, the present wording in Appen-

dix A is not clear. Also, according to some investigators, difficulties

arise here because nearly all the available data on ground motion are from
,

|
-
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measurements made at or near ground surface. In addition, some finite ele-

ment method techniques developed to analyze variation of motion with depth

and soil-structure interaction effects produce physically unrealistic results

when the input motion is specified at foundation level at depth. The source

of the discrepancy is the specification of a generalized motion at depth

in the soil (i.e., foundation level below ground surface) where it could

not naturally occur. To avoid this problem in practice, Appendix A has been

interpreted to require that the generalized motion be specified at the ground

surface and the motion at depth is derived according to the techniques noted

earlier. However, it is unclear whether this practice is consis' tent with

'a literal interpretation of Appendix A.

The discussion thus far has focused primarily on problems in specify-

ing the SSE. Problems also arise from requirements for the OBE, which

have been found to be ambiguous, internally inconsistent, or contradictory

(See Section 2.2 of Enclosure B for discussion of OBE engineering issues,

and Enclosure F, memo from Minogue to' Commissioner Mason, dated October 8,

1976, which provides further information on the OBE concept). The diffi-

culty here arises from the definition of the OBE provided in Appendix A,

its interpretation by different scientific and engineering disciplines,

and the procedures described for determining the 08E acceleration level.

The OBE is defined as an earthquake reasonably expected to affect the site .

during the plant's operating life. To some disciplines (geology / seismology),

this implies a probabilistic assessment over the 40 year lifespan of a plant.

27 Enclosure "A"
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To engineering disciplines an earthquake expected during the life of a faci -

lity implies an event whose likelihood is great enough that (economic con-

siderations would dictate that) a structure must be designed to accommodate

it. For structures involving substantial capital investment, this is an

event in the range of 300 to 500 years. Elsewhere in Appendix A the maximum

acceleration corresponding to the OBE is required to be at least half that

of the SSE, tying the OBE to the deterministic methodology of the SSE.

Based on earthquake data, for most of the U. S. an acceleration level of

one-half that of the SSE does not correspond to an event reasonably expected

during a 40 year period (i.e. nominal operating life), but rather to an

earthquake having a much longer return period (in the range of 300 to

1,000 years for most plants). Alternatively, in some seismically active

areas of the U. S. an acceleration level,of one-half the SSE may not repre-

sent a conservative estimate of an expected event because of the higher

frequency of occurrence of earthquakes. To better meet the definition (as

opposed to the requirement just noted) of the 08E as specified in Appendix A,

the staff has accepted OBE acceleration values of less than half those of

the SSE for a few sites. Such exceptions are permitted within the scope of

Appendix A when supporting data to justify the departure are provided. In

such cases, the staff has required probabilistic analyses of earthquake
,

hazard to justify departures. However, it is unclear whether the allowance

of such departures was the intent of Appendix A.

One additional aspect of the OBE issue is Appendix A requires that,

if ground motion in excess of that corresponding to the CBE occurs, the
|

plant be shutdown and inspected. There are several problems in applying

|
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this requirement. First, there is an overriding question, as to the

determination of what constitutes exceedance of an OBE. -Exceedance of

the OBE can be defined in several ways, for example, exceedance of the !
|

freefield OBE acceleration level, exceedance of design response spectra

at different elevations in a plant, exceedance of response spectra at a
There is asingle frequency or several frequencies by a certain amount.

need to establish definitive guidance in this area. Second, no NRC specific

criteria for inspection in the event of an OBE have been developed. Third,

given the increased use of probabilistic analysis in determining the OBE,

OBE acceleration values could be set at any level even below the .05g mini-

mum set forth in Appendix A (OBE = x .lg SSE minimum = .05g). It would

not be practical to permit the OBE acceleration level used in plant design

to be so low that the ground motion often would be exceeded. Criteria for

identifying the permissible risk here do not exist. Such low OBE values

could result in large areas having OBE values exceeded during an earth-

quake and, because of the requirements for shutdown, could cause

blackouts.

29 Enclosure "A"
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ENCLOSURE B
' '

ENGINEERING DESIGN ISSUES RELATED TO VIBRATORY GROUND MOTION

1. INTRODUCTION

In addition to the issues discussed in Enclosure A that arise in the

application of Appendix A, there is another category of technical issues

that relate to seismic des'ign methodology. Included in this category are

issues that derive from the interface with engineering design requirements

of " ground motion" as determined in accordance with Appendix A methodology.

The issues identified in this enclosure, in general, represent areas that

are either not dealt with or afforded very limited discussion in Appendix A.

They arise mainly from efforts by the NRC staff to provide information
3, ,

and procedures that supplement the regulation. These issues involve matters
,

for which the state of the art is rapidly advancing and where the supporting

data base is continually being expanded by acquisition of new information.

They frequently require the exercise of engineering judgment. Such judg-

ments are intimately tied with issues of conservatism and consistency in

review.

The issues identified here have been the source of frequent and costly

impacts on the licensing process, in terms of staff resources, engineering

costs, and adverse safety impact in other areas, such as that caused by

excessive stiffness of some systems. Some of the impacts of these issues
.

are similar to those identified for issues discussed in Enclosure A. The

i 1 Enclosure "B"
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acquisition and assessment of new geological and seismological data during
3

the review process and, in particular, between the Construction Permit'and-

Operating License phases of review have produced significant' delays in -

licensing actions and, in some cases, costly reanalysis or changes in design.
r

i In other cases, licensing delays result from extended litigation and debate

over the appropriateness of a methodology that provides an interface between

ground motion and engineering design.

2. ENGINEERINGREQUIRE$ENTSINTHEREGULATION

Certain engineering design aspects of nuclear power plants are briefly

treated in Appendix A. This treatment was placed in this site evaluation -

related Appendix to contribute to an understanding of the ultimate use.

of the siting assessments covered, and was not intended as a definitive,

treatment of the engineering aspects of seismic design. Several of the

engineering concepts addressed in the regulation have been the subject of

: controversy because of their limited discussion.
.

. . Questions have been raised as to whether a regulation primarily

intended for seismic and geologic siting evaluations can, or should, dis-

cuss engineering considerations. Also, the question has been raised whether

the regulation should address the hydrologic aspects of siting. The hydro-

logic review procedures have been supported by a series of regulatory guides

which provide details in this area.

2.1 Soecification of Vibratory Ground Motion

Appendix A describes procedures for determining maximum vibratory

ground motion at a site for use as an engineering der gn basis. These

: 2 Enclosure "B"
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procedures were developed whe6 falatively simple seismic' design methods

were standard practice.''Now, complex methods are'used in place of the

earlier practices. These techniques have not, however, eliminated the

controversy that is often associated with assigning a design basis for

vibratory ground motion, and several questions remain to be addressed.

Specific areas in which difficulty arises are discussed below.

2.1.1 Site Soecific vs Generalized Resoonse Soectra

Appendix A requires-the development of response spectra for seismic

design. Appendix A does not, however, provide a detailed procedure for

deriving the response spectra. Regulatory guides and the Standard Review

Plan (SRP) provide a supplement to Appendix A that is needed to complete-

the determination of vibratory ground motion. The staff has developed

Regulatory Guide 1.60, which specifies broad-band spectra to be used. , , ,

These spectra represent the normalized mean plus-one-standard-deviation 4i

responses of records from 33 earthquakes of various magnitudes, recorded

at various distances, and on varying. site conditions. The staff at one

time attempted to develop a site-specific method to derive response

spectra (Agbabian-Jacobsen Associates, 1970, "A Study of Earthquake Input

Motions for Seismic Design") but was unsuccessful. Difficulty was encountered

because of limited data and in obtaining general acceptance.

Thus, following current practice, the SSE and OBE seismic design

bases at a site are described by the Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectra appro-

priately scaled to represent the earthquake hazard at the site consistent

with Appendix A criteria. Because Regulatory Guide 1.60 is a smoothed

spectrum that contains energy at all frequencies, it gives unrealistically

3 Enclosure "B"
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; .high valuesLof motion at certain frequencies Nhen used as input; at thef, 3

foundation level in some soil-structure interaction analyses. Jf,oaioid a
,

this, the input must be controlled at the free surface or a sit'e spe'tificM'

\s ,

<

spectrum must be used.
-'

'

s
q; t ,

.

To alleviate the above problems, the staff encourages the use of site x

dependent spectra because of improved analytical methods anithe increased
.

'

number of strong' motion earthquake records. SucS'si.te-dependent analyses

are stressed in a proposed revision of the SRP. In practice, sit's-dependent

spectra are needed for certain analyses used to inve'stigate 'liqukfagi. ion ~and,- _

'

in some cases, in the design of embankment dams.. 7 ',

An additional question is whether there is enough data to develop

site-dependent spectra for sites in the East. Howevhr,the'sibe/.iuestion

can be raised regarding the applicability of Regulatory Gui.de 1.60 in the-

eastern U. S. since the response spectra do not include any eastern earth-
.

quakes.

2.1.2 Variation of Ground Motion with Death ,
-

Appendix A requires that response spectra corresponding to the maxi-

mum vibratory accelerations at the elevations of the foundations be defined.

Many methods have been proposed to achieve this requirement. Appendix A

does not provide detailed guidance in this matter; therefore, regulatory

guides and the SRP have attempted to complete the needed guidance.

Whether the vibratory ground motion for soil sites is specified at

foundation levels or the ground surface, consideration of the variation of

|

,
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motion with depth is needed for defining design input for finite element

soil-structure interaction,modelsi liquefaction studies, and response ana-

lyses for earth structures. The present methods for considering the varia-

tion of ground motion with depth inc.lude computer modeling techniques with

varying degrees of complexity. The one dimensional shear beam analysis

(SHAKE), which is frequently used, has a number of limitations: (1) it

treats all wave types as vertically propagating shear waves, thus

neglecting the effects of other seismic wave types that are included in

the ground motion; (2) becausa it is an equivalent linear elastic method,

it is not applicable when large strains occur; (3) for some soil profiles,

_ results can be unrealistic when generalized broad-band response spectra

such as Regulatory Guide 1.60 are input at depth, and (4) the analysis is

limited in that it does not account for certain geologic va,riations such

as nonhorizontal layering and topography. , , .

Some finite element methods have the advantage of permitting consider-

_. ation of the effects of additional seismic wave types, such as surface

waves and nonvertically incident waves. Usually these methods require

specification of input motion at the base or at the side of the soil model.

However, since nearly all earthquake data have been recorded at or near

the surface, there is uncertainty in the form of the base motion to be used

for such analyses.

It is the general view of the staff that use of site-dependent methods
,

to estimate variation in ground motion with depth should be encouraged where

data permits. Use of such procedures raises the question as to when does

the data permit such analyses.

5 Enclosure "B"
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2.1.3 Soecification of Time History '')'
*

Appendix A requires specifying seismic input i terms of response
S. s s.. .1

spectra corresponding to the maximum vibratory ac'celerati'ons to be expected

l, 5 ;\ ., ..

at a site. In addition to r.esponse spectra, a tima history of vibratory !
N-

ground motion is frequently needed to perform various design analy'ses. [-

'

.Any number of time histories may be developed that satisfy RegulatoIY -

Guide 1.60 response spectra requirements within any given tolerance. Some

of these may be more conservative than others because the frequency of motion
s,

of the actual accelerogram may be distributed so as to result in canceling

modes of vibration that are of significance in power plant des,ign. Thd

question has been raised as to the need for explicit regulatory guidance

in the use of time histories.

2.1.4 Duration of Shaking *

The duration of strong earthquake motion is important in characteriz '

ing vibratory ground motion. It is a measure of the number of stress cycles

that are applied to the structure and soil medium. Appendix-A requires,

that the duration of shaking cau' sed by earthquakes be given consideration-

in design. There is some lack'of consistency in present practice in the '

treatment of duration. That is, the length of time and number of cycles

of strong ground motion used is di;fferent for different analyses, e.g., in-

performing liquefaction ana!ysisjstructural over-turning analyses, and

fatigue analysis, f
The problem associa'.ed with duration of shaking is to define it in

a complete and consistent manner. Several definitions of duration have !

; been suggested by various investigators, but each involves uncertainties !

|
| x

.

' \
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and limitations. The definition of duration could strongly influence
;
.

trends from studies based on statistica? analyses of strong motion.

2.2 OBE Use in Engineering

Additional questions, other than geologic-seismic ones, have been

raised about-the way vibratory ground motion representing the OBE is used
'

in engineering design. The regulation requires that the effects of the
~

OBE vibratoryiground motion be considered in combination with normal operat-

ing loads. In practice, loads arising frem the OBE are combined with loads

from other severe natural events. For example, the OBE is combined with the
!

load from the $tandard project flood to evaluate seismically induced dam

. failure.

Viewed as applied to engineering design, the design basis for the SSE

is specified in Appendix A to assure that the plant design adequately pro-

tects the public health and safety in the event of an extreme earthquake.

. The plant may well not be operational as a power plant following an SSE.
'

The OBE is established as the most severe earthquake following which the

plant can safely be operated without special inspections. Engineering codes

and design practice apply these two earthquake levels differently. Cate-

gory I structures iystems and components, must maintain their safety func-

On the other< \ tion for earthquake levels up to the and including the SSE.
, !

'

j , hand, the engineering design objective with the OBE is that the plant is

capable of being c2fe in operation after experiencing an event less than

or equ11 to the OBE.
\

,

S

1

|

j ' 1
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As these events are applied to design, in use of.the ASME Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code, the SSE is normally applied as a faulted condition,

meaning that stress levels allowed by the code which would result in per-

| manent general deformation are permitted except when deformation would lead
i
;- to loss of safety function. The OBE, on the otherhand, is considered as

'

an Upset Condition or Design Condition in application of the code and is

used in conjunction with lower allowable stress levels at which no general
,

deformation would occur (elastic regime). In addition, to differences of;

allowable stresses for the OBE and SSE, there are other differences in

design analysis methods in the application of Faulted and Upset Conditions.

Many designers see the SSE as being the basic seismic design basis with the

OBE playing inore the role of a cross-check basis using different analysis

procedures and differe t limits to assure the adequacy of the margin pro-

vided by the SSE design over a wide range. Viewed from this perspective

(which is the perspective of the engineering parts of Appendix A) the OBE

is more an engineering safety factor applied to design analysis rather

than being seen as a seismic event.

Because of the way some loads are combined, the associated damping

used, and the stress levels allowed in current engineering design practice,
'situations occur where the loads arising from the OBE in combination with
!other loads are higher than loads for the SSE. In such cases, the deter- ~

mination of the OBE acceleration level becomes significant and the SSE loses f
:

significance in engineering design. The problem has been exacerbated by

the arbitrary Appendix A requirement that the OBE acceleration level be half

8 Enclosure "B"
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| that of the SSE. Because the OBE acceleration level is used in a number

of engineering analyses in different and complex ways, the significance of

this parameter to the overall safety margin of a nuclear power plant is

oifficult to assess and has not been determined. The question has been

; raised as to whether the OBE is needed at all or alternatively whether the
.

separate uses of the OBE should be differentiated. There is a need for a'

detailed consideration of all uses of the OBE acceleration in engineering

design, margins of safety that may be affected, and the extent to which

geosciences and/or engineering assessments should affect determination of

the OBE acceleration level. It is important to note that the data base is

:sufficiently large to permit the determination of the OBE probabilistically

in many cases (See discussion in Section 2.4 enclosure A).

2.3 Consideration of Aftershocks u,

Aftershocks are smaller earthquakes following a major event. After-

shock effects are required to be considered by Appendix A and it is per-

amissible to allow strain limits in excess of the yield strain for the SSE

loading. In practice, however, structural stresses due to the SSE are not

allowed to exceed yield stresses except in localized areas; therefore, after-

shock effects are not taken into account. Should the SSE stresses be allowed

to go beyond yield, considerations regarding low cycle fatigue and ductility

demands during the aftershock must be properly accounted for in the design

of systems and components. However, some plants have been designed to

undergo a certain degree of inelastic deformation of structures. Such local

yielding is not allowed to place structures, systems, or components in dar.ger

9 Enclosure "B"
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of failure. This has been felt to be a. safe practice since earthquakes

approaching the SSE in severity are not likely to occur because of the low

frequency of their observed occurrence.

| 2. 4 Consideration of Potential Damage from Earthouakes Less than the.SSE
!

Appendix A emphasizes design of safety related structures, systems,*

i-
and components for only two levels of vibratory ground motion: the OBE an'd*

SSE (with the exception of,aftershocks). Appendix A does not consider the

probability of intermediate levels of shaking. In areas where the frequency

of occurrence of strong motion is high, the plant site may experience a

number of strong earthquakes approaching the OBE or between the 0BE and

2 SSE during its lifetime. At present, limited consideration is given in

design to the number of earthquake events (in fatigue analysis) the plant

might experience and the finite probability of yielding due to these events.

In attempting to design for such earthquakes, the same pitfalls discussed

in consideration of aftershocks exist. A compromise is required between

design for a broad spectrum of unlikely events and optimum design for normal

operation. Design for a single limiting event (the SSE) and inspection and

evaluation for earthquakes in excess of some specified limit (the OBE),

when and if they occur, may be the most sound regulatory approach.

2. 5 Use of Probability for Considerino Combinations of Loads

Appendix A requires consideration be given to seismic and other con-

current loads in the design of safety related structures, systems and com-

ponents. Appendix A is stated deterministically and does not give any
,

guidance concerning consideration of the probability of occurrence and

failure as a result of the applied loads. At present, loads are combined

:

10 Enclosure "B"
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according to regulatory guides, ASME, and ACI codes. The staff considers

the application of these load factors conservative. However, they lack a
'

rigourous probabilistic basis.

2. 6 Need for Seismic Scram

Appendix A notes that consideration is being given to the need for

instrumentation to automatically shutdown (scram) a plant in the event of

an earthquake that exceeds a predetermined intensity. The question of

whether to have seismic scram instrumentation at commercial nuclear power

plants has been a long standing dispute between the ACRS and the staff,

and is an ACRS generic issue. The staff sponsored assessments of seismic

.. scram (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, UCRL-51619, " Evaluation of the Use

of Seismic Scram Systems for Power Reactors" and Lawrence Livermore Labora-

tory, UCRL-52156, " Advisability of Seismic Scram") which fo,nfirmed the staff

view that such instrumentation is not advisable. Subsequently, the ACRS was

notified (memo from E. Case to M. Bender, dated May 19, 1977) that the staff

. considers the generic matter resolved, does not intend to require seismic
,

scram instrumentation and does not plan to expend further effort or resources

on additional studies. However, the ACRS has noted that the LLL study dealt

with low-level earthquake intensity scram and has requested the staff to

explore high-level earthquake intensity scram, such as that in use in Japan.

The issue remains an unresolved ACRS generic issue pending a visit to Japan

in the spring of 1979 by members of the staff and ACRS.

|

,
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! 3. ISSUES REGARDING CONSERVATISM

3.1 Deterministic vs Probabilistic Acproach

The tectonic province concept as used in Appendix A can be thought of

as having a combination of both deterministic and probabilistic character-

istics. It is deterministic in the sense that the distribution and size
:

j of future earthquakes may be predicted from a given set of observed and

interpreted conditions, i.e., for areas containing consistent geological

features, there is a consistency of earthquake potential. From this assump-

tion that earthquake activity is consistent over a region, it follows that
.

the frequency of earthquakes to be expected can be determined based on the

number of events in a given region during a given interval of time; this

is a probabilistic concept. In the development of the tectonic province

concept, the use of probabilistic analysis was not emphasized. Probab.ilis-

tic approaches were not considered to be sufficiently reliable because; (1)

the historic record of earthquake data is short, necessitating extrapolation

beyond the data base to determine low probability events; (2) the data base
,

is inhomogeneous, i.e., the data base varies in completeness both spatially

and temporally; (3) knowledge is lacking to identify earthquake source

regions, a preliminary step in such determinations; and (4) information to

reliably estimate the maximum earthquakes in such regions (also a prerequi-

site) is deficient. Because of these limitations, SSE level earthquakes

for design estimated probabilistically would have large associated uncertainty.
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Today, a number of arguments have been brought forth in favor of using
.

a probabilistic ana1ysis: (1) the present Appendix A approach suffers from
~

'

the same shortccmings mentioned above; (2) unlike a probabilistic approach,

which allows for a quantified and consistent treatment of uncertainty, the

present approach does not lend itself to such treatment; (3) the present
t

' approach does not lend itself to consideration of backfitting, which requires|

assessment of significance; (4) the staff is frequently called on to make
.

probabilistic determinations to assess adequacy at hearings and before the

ACRS; and (5) probabilistic approaches have been adopted and are becoming

more widely adopted to determine earthquake hazard to establish the seis-

mic design for all types of structures (e.g. , LNG facilities, general struc-

tures covered by the ATC building code).

Given these considerations, the issue has been raised as to whether

the Appendix A methodology should be changed to emphasize probabilist,i,c,

techniques for assessing earthquake hazard.

Emoirical Relations Between Earthouake Size and Ground Motion Parameters3.2

As discussed in Enclosure A, Appendix A requires that ground motion

from earthquakes, postulated to occur according to the methodology defined
However,in the regulation, be specified in terms of an acceleration level.

specific procedures relating information on earthquake size and distance

to acceleration are not contained in Appendix A. Numerous empirical rela-

tions between earthquake size (magnitude or intensity), distance, and acce-

1eration level have been published. The data show wide scattering. Pub-

lished relationships have been derived using different data sets, data

from differing geologic regions, and varying procedures for data reduction.

13 Enclosure "B"
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It can be expected that as additional data become available the state of
.

the art will continue to advance and still different relationships will be

found. As the data base has evolved, different relationships have been

developed and used to assess the acceleration levels at nuclear power plant

sites. As a result, new plants assigned the same size earthquake as old

plants have been designed for higher acceleration levels. An issue which

has arisen is' whether plants already designed and/or built should be

reassessed in consideration of new data and new relationships relating earth-

quake size to acceleration level.

To ensure some level of consistency in more recent reviews, the staff

has adopted specific relationships between earthquake size, distance, and''

acceleration level. Thus, in its Standard Review Plan, the staff has ,

adopted as licensing 'p'ractice the mean value of the intensity-acceleration
'

relationship developed by Trifunac and Brady, where size is expressed as.

intensity, and the Schnabel and Seed relationship, where size is expressed
-

as magnitude. Issues have been raised over whether these relationships

are appropriate and, in particular, whether mean values derived from these

relationships represent the proper level of conservatism.

A more fundamental issue has been raised as to whether the Appendix A

methodology places too much emphasis on a single vibratory ground motion

parameter: acceleration level. The totality of vibratory ground motion

from an earthquake cannot be specified in terms of any one parameter. While

Appendix A recognizes this in its requirement that ground motion correspond-

ing to the SSE and OBE be represented by response spectra, these response

14 Enclosure "B"
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spectra and the required investigative procedures are keyed to accelerationj

level.. Questions have been raised over whether more complete descriptions

of the ground motions from earthquakes, postulated to occur according to ;
;

|Appendix A, should be provided for use in assessing the engineering design.

3.3 General Lack of Definition of Overall Seismic Design Conservatism

An overriding issua is the lack of definition of some level of conser- ,

)

vatism proper for seismic design. A major purpose of Appendix A is to set (
I

forth criteria for investigators to determine the vibratory ground motion

at a site to use in seismic design; that is, to determine the input into

the seismic design methodology. However, Appendix A does not define an

explicit level of conservatism appropriate to this input. Rather, it

.

defines a deterministic methodology to arrive at this input implicit in

which is the premise that if the procedures are followed an, acceptable

level of conservatism will result. The lack of an explicit.de.finition of

an appropriate level of conservatism for the seismic input has led to diffi-

culties in the licensing process. It places an undue burden on individual

reviewers to define what is acceptable, which can lead to nonuniform appli-

cation of Appendix A and unwarranted inconsistencies between sites.

The staff has on occasion been pressed in hearings to assess levels

of conservatism associated with design earthquakes (i.e. , using probabil-

istic analysis and defining the probability of exceeding the design earth-

quake). Such an assessment is not called for in Appendix A; nevertheless
-

the level of conservatism becomes a focus of debate.

|
,
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Because of the lack of overall definition of an appropriate ~ level of

seismic design conservatism, elements in the seismic design chain are

reviewed in isolation from other elements, such as the siting and various

engineering areas. Questions-have been raised as to whether this results

in compounding or counter productive conservatisms; whether uncertainties

in one element are compensated in. design margins of. another element, such,

as whether the use of means of empirical relations (e.g. , intensity-

acceleration relations) in' assessing earthquake vibratory ground motion

are adequately compensated (given significant uncertainity in such rela-

tions) by engineering safety margins; and whether increasing conservatism

in one element might in fact reduce margins in another area such that over-

all conservatism decreases, as may result from stiffening of structures to

resist seismic loads where they would better remain flexible to withstand

thermal and other stresses. A major research effort sponsored by the Office

of Nuclear Regulatory Research is in progress to assess the conservatisms in

overall seismic design.
.
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i ENCLOSURE C

BROAD POLICY AND TECHNICAL ISSUES BEARING ON THE

IMPLEMENTATION AND REVISION OF APPENDIX A

1. INTRODUCTION

The issues identified in this enclosure cover a wide range of-topics-
!

that are related in various ways to the implementation of Appendix A.

These issues have been raised within the NRC and by representatives of

other government agencies, industry and the public. The issues discussed

below have impacts on present and future siting policy to varying degrees.,

Some issues are obviously vitally important, such as whether Appendix A

should be revised and, if so, to what extent. Others, such as issues

pertaining to the relationship between NRC siting policy and other , national .

policy, are important in terms of considerations regarding revision to
>

,

Appendix A, but are not central to this stage of the staff's reassessment

(i.e. , identification of issues arising in the application of Appendix A).-

IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPLEMENTING APPENDIX A IN THE LEGAL CONTEXT2.

In addition to the difficulties 'that arise for technical and scienti-
fic reasons, significant impacts on applicants and the staff have occurred

fThebecause Appendix A is difficult to implement in a legal context.

development of Appendix A was itself precipitated by the Malibu hearings

in the mid-sixties. In this licensing action, a hearing board and the
!

Atomic Emergy Commission had difficulties bringing the case to conclusion

because of problems in assessing the magnitude of hazard associated with

. x
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faulting in the absence of professional standards in this area. Appendix

A represents a detailed codification of technical subject matter much of ,|

which is not exacting and requires technical judgment and latitude in.its

application. Difficult tradeoffs are required between the need to avoid

case-by-case litigation of recurring issues and the need for review

flexibility in this fast moving technical' area.

3. INTERFACE OF ISSUES WITH OTHER NRC POLICY

3.1 Lack of Policy Statements Concerning Early Site Reviews', Limited Work
.

Authorization, and Alternative Site Reviews

At present, no policy has been established regarding the requirements

for geologic and seismic information needed for issuance of a limited work

authorization and for alternative site review, and only limited guidance

has been given regarding information required for an early site review.

With regard to early site reviews, more detailed guidance is needed con-

carning the options available to an applicant in terms of level of detail

required for preliminary geologic and seismologic investigations. The

question has been raised whether the NRC should provide an applicant the

option of accepting a conservative and preapproved seismic design value

rather than conduct the type of extensive regional analyses presently

required. Such an option would reinforce the need for publication of an

NRC seismic zoning map and more explicit policy concerning early deter-

minations of vibratory ground motion at a site.

.
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b, 3.2 Seismic Design of Fuel Cycle Facilities
:

The consequences of failure of a fuel cycle facility are considered

less than that of a nuclear power plant. Therefore, less stringent seismic

.
and geologic siting and design requirements are considered appropriate.

Use of Appendix A requirements and conservatisms for fuel cycle facilities
.

:
implies either that undue conservatism is being applied in designing fuel

cycle facilities or puts in question the level of conservatism adequate'

..

for nuclear power plants. Because Appendix A lacks an explicit level of

conservatism based on a rigorous assessment of-consequences, requirements

for fuel cycle facilities cannot be readily determined based on scaling

down requirements in Appendix A. The lack of an explicit level of conser-

vatism based on the consequences of failure as a result of earthquakes,

for instance, does not permit a quantitative determination as to the

appropriate level of conservatism to be applied for fuel cycle facilities

with respect to these consequences. Regulations and regulatory guides

presently being developed for fuel cycle facilities are turning to probabil-

istic analysis procedures to determine design earthquakes (e.g. , for

independent spent fuel storage facilities). This allows for the specifica-

tion of the level of conservatism required. Such methods are being widely

accepted (e.g. , ATC-seismic codes for large buildings, LNG regulations)

and maps are available to facilitate determining the earthquake potential

at a site and seismic design input. As discussed previously, the use of

probabilistic procedures in determining seismic input for nuclear power

plants is an issue in itself. The use of such analysis for fuel cycle

3 Enclosure "C"
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''e ' facilities while excluding its use for' nuclear power plants can be inter-~

.

preted as an apparent inconsistency in policy. However, probabilistic

analysis is being used.for fuel cycle facilities because of the lower risk

associated with such facilities compared to nuclear power plants which-

allows for designing for lower earthquake levels in.the range where the

data can be assessed with greater confidence.

3.3 Consider' tion of Seismic Design of Nonradiolooical Safety Structures,

Systems and Comoonents

Requirements in Appendix A only address structures, systems and

components that are considered. safety related. It has been suggested that

.the NRC should require some level of earthquake-resistant design.for

non-safety related systems for the following reasons: (1) because of the

complexity of interaction between safety and non-safety structures, systems,

and components, elements of uncertainty may be introduced as to the overall'

adequacy of design; (2) there are some systems, components, and structures
.

associated with nuclear facilities that pose nonradiological risk to the

public health and safety. As an example, the failure of an ultimate heat

sink dam could result in loss of life as a result of flooding. Present
~

practice is to classify as safety related only those dams that may lead to

radiological hazards. Under present NRC regulation, requirements are

absent for the seismic design of systems, structures, and components not

classified as related to radiological safety, but which may pose non-

radiological hazards. The overall issue has been extensively discussed in

the past, e.g. , SECY-76-309, SECY-77-222, SECY-78-358 and is presently

under assessment as a separate topical issue outside the staff assessment

4 Enc 1csure "C"
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of Appendix A. The issue is mentioned here only as it relates to the
'

seismic area.

4. ISSUES PERTAINING TO NATIONAL POLICIES AND PRACTICES

: 4.1 Consistency of NRC Seismic and Geologic Siting Policy and Practice
;

with Other National Policies and Practices
' '

4.1.1 Earthouake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977 (EHRA)
.

Several aspects of EHRA have significance with respect to our present

seismic and geologic siting policy and practice and particularly to con-

siderations for revision of Appendix A. The Act calls for increased

earthquake research on and the development of new methods and procedures
.

for design and construction to mitigate earthquake hazards. The Act

specifically gives priority to the development of methods and procedures*

for earthquake-resistant design and construction for nuclear power plants.

Authorizations to be appropriated under the Act are considerable; therefore

significant advances in technological knowledge in this area are expected.

As such, this places a significant priority on ensuring that present NRC

policy and practice as well as regulatory requirements be amenable to readily

assimilating information developed from research carried out under the Act.

As previously discussed, one significant issue identified is that, because

Appendix A is a regulation and is detailed, procedures and methods contained
'

in the regulation cannot be readily modified to assimilate advances in the

state of the art. -

Another objective of the Act bearing on revision to Appendix A, is

that the Act gives priority to the development and implementation of
i

|
'

|
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j' earthquake predici. ion. 'Appendik A was developed prior to many recent
!
'

advances in earthquake prediction concepts a'nd methodology. At present no-

NRC policy exists concerning what action, if any, may.be required if an'

i earthquake prediction is made for the area of a nuclear power plant.

4.1.2 Presidential Directives

4.1.2.1 Executive Order - Imoroving Government Regulations;

On March 23, 1978, the President signed an executive order entitled:
,

i .

*

" Improving Government Regulations." Several aspects of the executive order
,

bear on problems previously identified in the application of Appendix A

f and on procedural' considerations that should be made in deliberating on

possible revisions to the regulation. The latter will be treated in the

next phase of the staff effort as noted in Enclosure D. This discussion

is limited to the aspects of the executive order bearing on. currently . , ,

identified problems.

First, the executive order calls for the language of a regulation to

,be simple,and clear as possible, that is, understandable to those subject'

to its provisions. Appendix A is a technical regulation directed at

technical experts but written and structured in a very complicated manner

difficult for the technical experts to follow.

Second, the executive order calls for regulations that do not impose

unnecessary burdens on those affected by it (i.e., individuals, the public,

private organizations, States, and' local government). As noted previously,

issues have been raised concerning the requirements of Appendix A placing

6- Enclosure "C"
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j an undue burden on applicants through excessive conservatism associated
i <

j with some requirements and lack of clarity in some requirements, and ulti-

mately on the public.'

! 4.1.2.2 National Energy Policy

i
i The National Energy Plsn bears both directly and indirectly on NRC
i

seismic and geologic policy and practice. The Plan bears indirectly on'

the seismic and geologic siting area in that it calls for overall improve-

ment in the licensing proce'ss (i.e., establishing reasonable and objective

criteria for licensing, reduction in extensive licensing procedures where

standard design is involved, and overall reduction in delays and licensing
,

! time).
*

The Plan bears directly on seismic and geologic siting policy and

practice in that it requests the Commission to develop firm siting criteria
u,

with clear guidelines to prevent future siting in potentia 119 hazardous
oi

locations. The President in his energy address on April 20, 1977,

specifically stated that new plants should not be located near earthquake

fault zones. This policy is consistent with general NRC staff site suit-

ability practice. However, Appendix A does not contain any explicit pro-

hibition for construction on a capable fault.

4.1.3 Oraft Congressional Lecislation

Two bills introduced before the 95th Congress have bearing on our present

siting policy and practice in this area: HR882, Nuclear Energy Reappraisal

Act and HR11704, Nuclear Siting and Licensing Act. Although both bills

were not reported out of committee, nevertheless, they illustrate past and

present Congressional concerns that have a bearing on Appendix A and the

7 Enclosure "C"
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geological / seismological licensing review. HRS 82 called for an assessment

of the NRC licensing process, which has permitted nuclear power plants to

be built over geologic faults. As noted previously, regulatory criteria

prohibiting siting near hazardous faults has been identified as an issue.

HR11704 pertained to this area of siting in that it called for the establish-

ment of an early review permit, emphasis on standardized design, and a

combined construction permit and operating license to reduce licensing

time. Thus, one of the important goals in modifying present policy and

practice, and regulatory requirements is the reduction of licensing time.

Specific issues revolving around this have been identified (e.g.,, establish-

.ing detailed early site review policy in the geologic and seismic siting

area).

4.1.4 Comoarison of NRC and Other Federal Agency Critical Facility Seismic

and Geologic Siting Policy and Practice
,

The staff has reviewed seismic and geologic siting criteria in use or

.under development by other Federal ag,encies to determine differences in

approaches to provide a broader perspective on issues related to potential

revisions to Appendix A. It should be noted that comparison of policy and

practice cannot be readily made because different structures are involved,

which require somewhat different siting and design approaches.

The staff has examined those earth science criteria for critical

structures listed on the enclosed Table. Major differences in criteria

are:

(1) The definition of a hazardous fault differs in terms of terminology

used, the ages used to define a fault as a hazardous one, the use of

8 Enclosure "C"
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j seismicity levels in defining a hazardous fault, the inclusion in
!

criteria of prohibitions on siting near hazardous faults, and the

reliance on probabilistic assessments to assess potential future

fault movements.-

(2) The procedures used to define seismic input for design differs in

terms of the degree of reliance on maps to identify seismic source

regions, use of probabilistic procedures, the procedures used to

define regions to assess regional earthquake potential and the use of

differing ground motion parameters for design input.

Generally, it appears the criteria are moving towards seismic and

. geologic assessments that require probabilistic analysis and the definition

of acceptable levels of risk (dependent on the hazard associated with a par-

ticular facility) in quantitative terms.

5. EXTENT AND NATURE OF REVISIONS TO APPENDIX A

The foregoing discussions in this and previous enclosures have identi-

| .fied numerous issues that arise directly and indirectly from the applica-

tion of Appendix A in its present form. Many issues raised deal with

fundamental problems identified when Appendix A was in early stages of

development (a decade ago), and during the initial public comment period

when Appendix A was issued as a proposed rule in 1971. Because of the

fundamental nature of difficulties it is clear at this time some form of

revision to Appendix A is warranted. A number of options have been

considered:

a. Minor revisions (word changes, expansion for clarity) to present

regulation;

9 Enclosure "C"
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b. Substantial expansion of regulation (add detail to sections that

are difficult to interpret because of their general nature);

c. Simplifying the regulation (deleting sections) and simultaneously

providing more detailed information in regulatory guides;

d. Rescinding Appendix A and rely entirely on regulatory guides '.o

provide detailed guidance on the subjects covered as has been
;

done successfully in the hydrology area.

The staff consensus is that option C is the most desirable way to

proceed. Accordingly, the next stage of the staff effort will be directed

toward: (1) revising the regulation in a more simplified form;,(2) supple-

menting the revised Appendix A with a series of regulatory guides to be issued

concurrently with the revised regulation; (3) assessing through a value/

impact analysis the resolution of issues identified in this paper; and

(4) developing a program for continuous updating of regulatory guidance.

Enclosure D describes more fully the subsequent stage of the staff effort.

.
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| LISI 0F EARIll SCIEllCE CRI1ERIA FOR CRITICAL STRUCTURES |

AGEllCY FACILITY TITLE USE

'Seismic and Geolo0 c Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Regulation for licensingiilRC tioclear
Power Plants Plants; 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A - November 1973

COE Dams Earthquake Desion and Analysis for Corps of Engineer Guidance for staff and
Dams; Heg #1110-2-1806 ^,ril 1977 contractors,

001 LNG Liquefied Natural Gas Facilities (LNG), Federal Proposed draft regulation
Facilities Safety Standards; 49 CFR Part 193 - April 1977 for licensing

VA llospi tal Earthquake Resistant Desi0n Requirements for VA Guidance for staff and
Facilities llospital Facilities; llandbook 11-08-8 - May 1977 contractors

BR Dams USBR Design Earthquake Selection Procedures; Guidance for staff and
- November 1977 contractors

EPA llazardous Standards Applicable to Owners and Operators of Working draft regulation
.\ Waste llazardous Waste Treatment, Storage and Disposal for licensing
!

Facilities facilities; 40 CFR Part 250 - February 1978
.

'

AlC Huildings Tentative Provisions for the Development of Seismic Tentative provisions
! (NSF/NBS) Re0ulations for Buildings - June 1978
i

e
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ENCLOSURE D

SUMMARY OF SUBSEQUENT STAGE IN'THE ASSESSMENT

OF CURRENT SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC SITING

CRITERIA, POLICY, ANO. PRACTICE-

PRELIMINARY VALUE-IMPACT'5TATEMENT (PVIS)A.

1. Objectives
r

The next phase of the staff assessment is a preliminary value-

impact analysis of issues identified to structure the revised
The

Appendix A and associated guides and then follow-on guides.

objectives of this phase include:

Using value-impact assessment to consider' the resolu-
-

a.
, 3

tion of issues identified. This will involve considera-

tion of alternative ways of resolving technical and procedural

issues through an assessment of values.and impacts,
i.e.,

During
considerations of tradeoffs in meeting objectives.

this stage, the specific recommendations made by the staff,,

ACRS and their consultants, and public ccmments will be

addressed.

Using the PVIS as the working document to explore resolutionb.

of issues prior to actually revising Appendix A in order -

(1) establish the intent as to how the regulationto:

should be revised; (2) establish a ccmmon reference of

Enclosure "0"
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intent to review changes to the regulation; (3) avoid

. missing substantive issues that need resolution; and (4)

minimize the review of word changes to the regulation

(i.e., to minimize the number of drafts and work required

', to derive an acceptable revised regulation).
.

c. Using the PVIS to establish the framework for the supple-

mental regulatory. guides.

d. Documenting clearly what, how, and why decisions were

reached.

e. Forming the supplementary statement (statement of,considera-

tion) for revision of Appendix A and other policy and

practice.

2. Preliminary Value-Impact Process

It is the staff's intent to perform the analysis in accordance

with guidance already established by OSD, NRR (NRR office Letter

No. 16) and by the Commission (Secretary Memorandum January 23,

1978). Details of the analysis are contained in the above

guidelines and will not be repeated here. Special considera-

tions will be given to those areas listed below.

a. Executive Order - Improving Government Regulations

b. Congressional Bills and Directives

c. Other Acts (EHRA, NEPA, NSLP)

d. Other Agency regulations (LNG, Dams, ATC)

e. National Energy Plan

f. Early site review

2 Enclosure "D"
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. g. Standardized design . . .

.

h. Backfitting -

,

i. Use of Rese' arch ~
~

-

,

''

J. Impact on other facilities under NRC jurisdicticn

3. Results of Preliminary Value-Impact Analysis' q

The results of our analysis will include: - -
, ,

.

a. Recommendations to the Commission on the resolution of,

'issues; ' '

b. Recommendations to the Commission for.rulemaking ~a~nd

establishment of regulatory guidance.
,

c. Recommendations for obtaining further public input;

d. Common ground for all to assess the revised' regulation.

iB. REVISION OF APPENDIX A TO 10 CFR PART 100 AND DEVELOPMENT-0F SUPPLE ' oa

MENTAL GUIDES q.;

On the basis of decisions reached in performing the preliminary value-
>

_.

. impact analysis, a revised regulation and regulatory guides Will be

developed for promulgation for rulemaking and public comment. At the"

earliest, the revised regulation and supplemental regulatcry guides, .

could be promulgated in FY 1980.

i

:

!
':"

-

t

r

a *
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ENCLOSURE E

.

BACKGROUNDANDSOURCESOFINFORHkTIONUSEDINTHISPAPER
Lg- s .-

.
s ye,, ..y

< ys

I. BACKGROUNO ) ?
'

l'\ K* 4

A. Historical Perspective'- '\' -|t,.

'
. w., - A_-

Prior to 1973, when Appendix,A " Seismic and Geologic Siti Q .
'

'

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 100, " Reactor dite
. , , -,

Criteria" became effective, regulatory requirements fei the geo7ogic and
'

t t ,

seismic siting area were contained in ID CFR Part 50, "Ge'r$r\1 De[ign
t

Criteria," and in 10 CFR Part 100, These sgulations pro' tided merely broad
.

s ,
requirements in the seismic and geologic' siting area. A need fon more

definitive regulatory criteria in the earth ? science area arosi'from the

difficulties encountered in licensing review of the siting'of several *

nuclear power plants in California in the early sixties. The types of
.

difficulties encountered it.. Tied: (1) the lack of standards to assess

adverse seismic anc' g ;.c- , conditions at a site; (2) the need for guidance
!

to applicants as to t.he type of investigatory procedures to follow; (3)
,

the absence of review procedures for the staff; (4) the lack of a franiework

to make legal determinations and to assess compliance; and (5) protracted

delays and considerable debate in the licensing process over technical

issues.

i
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. Asjaroansofresolvingtheabovedifficulties,workwasinitiatedin

1966 o drakt seismic and geologic siting criteria which lead to a semi-
<

, x ,, .
fonial siting document developed in March 1969.- In 1971, Appendix A was.'

/}<) g published for.public comment, and in late 1973 the regulation became

', yeffective. Appendix A in final form represented a compilation of pro-
TJ'

! cedures and' methods developed primarily from experience gained during the

,; 1roview of early sites. It also reflected a synthesis of a broad spectrum
: -

.

'tof professional views and ideas.
3 s

In developing Appendix A, it was recognized that the criteria were*

!

', based on limited available data and that revision would be appropriate as

{ the state of the art improved and additional information became available.

Such a statement is expressed in the PURPOSE of the regulation.

8. Review of the App 1tcation of Aopondix A'

*'

Extensive experience has been gained in the application of: -

'
;

Appendix A and difficulties in applying the regulation have arisen. Manyo -

'

,of the problems Appendix A was intended to resolve were not resolved.'

As a result of problems encountered, in 1976 the staff began a

reevaluation of the regulation. As a means of ascertaining the extent of

problem areas, the staff held several meetings and prepared a " straw man"
~ revised draft of Appondix A. The " straw man" draft differed primarily

from the regulation in the arrangement of sections and the incorporation

of additional wording to increase clarity. This draft was circulated to

staff for comment. Comments received were numerous and indicated a need |

-for an in-depth reassessment.

|
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.i. Concurrently with the staff rev_iew of Appendix A, a broader

review was underway of overall siting policy. In Policy Paper SECY-76-286,

dated May 25, 1976, the staff informed the Commission of this overall

review. That paper also informed the Commission that the seismic and

geologic siting criteria were under separate review. Subsequently, in

Policy Paper SECY-76-286A dated December 14, 1976, the staff outlined -

topics in the seismic and geologic siting area being considered.

By letter dated January 27, 1977, the Secretary of the Commission

requested a proposed policy statement on seismic requirements. During the

preparation of the requested paper, the Secretary issued a new memorandum

dated June 30, 1977, requesting the following: (1) that the staff address

only present siting policy and practice; (2) that 50 and NRR in a followup

paper describe and analyze major issues not covered in,pther siting papers;

and (3) that 50 and NRR' prepare an alternative siting statement to present

siting policy.

In response to the first directive, the staff prepared an Information

Report (SECY-77-288A), dated August 18, 1977. That paper described current

seismic and geologic siting policy and practice for nuclear power plants,

its historical development, and outlined the staff's subsequent papers.

Thus, SECY-77-288A established the framework for this paper and subsequent

papers.

Following the preparation of SECY-77-288A, issues pertaining to overall

seismic and geologic siting policy and practice were solicited and compiled

from technical and legal staff. Additionally, on December 15, 1977 and

January 26-27, 1978, meetings were held with the Seismic Subcommittee of

3 Enclosure "E"
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i the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) and their consultants.
!

! The purpose of these meetings was to obtain their views on problem areas

identified by the staff and to solicit any additional problems. .Following

the last meeting, the staff received reports from ACRS cnnsultants. . Also
,

; on January 19, 1978, the staff published a notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER

requesting public comment on issues pertaining to Appendix A. The pubile,

comment period ended March 1, 1978. Eighteen public comments were received

in response to the-notice, and one public comment was received at the
i

second ACRS meeting. Source documents used in the identification of

issues are summarized below..

i.

II. SOURCES OF INFORMATION

A. Staff Sources , , ,

Our review has consisted of discussions, meetings and solicita-,

tion of procedural and technical issues from the staff (i.e., geoscientists,

hydrologists, and engineers in OSD, NRR, RES, and I&E whose responsibili-

ties fall under Appendix A) and from both the Regulations and Hearing

Divisions of OELD. Formal comments on issues were received from:

1. J. C. Stopp, Chief, Goosciences Branch, DSE, NRR, memo to

L. Beratan, dated 11/22/77. Geoscience staff recommenda-

tions for revisions to Appendix A.

2. V. Stallo, Jr. , Director, 00R, NRR, memo to L. Beratan,

dated 12/6/77, request for engineering and hydrology input

into the revision of Appendix A,10 CFR Part 100.

4 Enclosure "E"
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3. L. Hulman, Chief, Hydrology - Meteorology Branch, DSE, NRR,

memo to L. Beratan, dated 12/14/77, proposed revision to

10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A " Seismic and Geologic Siting

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants."

4. I. Sihwell, Chief, ESB, DSS, NRR, dated 11/10/77 input into

the revision of Appendix A, 10 CFR Part 100. '

5. Comments were also received from the above sources as well

as other staff sources (NRR, I&E, OSD, RES, OELD) during the

revision of the strawman draft, draft issue papers, and

during several meetings of the staff. Additionally, infor-

mation was obtained from the staff during the ACRS seismic

subcommittee meetings.

B. Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards "*

Source information examin'ed from the ACRS include ~s: generic

reports; reports on specific sites in which generic items were mentioned;

comments by the seismic subcommittee and their consultants during and in

response to three days of meetings on Appendix A. Specific documents

include:

1. Site reports:

(a) Comments by J. C. Maxwell, consultant for ACRS, on

Skagit, dated 8/30/77.

(b) ACRS reports on Perkins and Cherokee, including

D. Okrent's remarks, dated 4/14/77.

(c) ACRS report on North Anna dated 1/17/77.

l

,
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2. Generic reports:

(a) ACRS-generic report #4, on seismic scram, 4/16/76.

(b) Minutes and consultant reports at the 178th ACRS

Meeting, 2/6-8/75.

3. Information obtained during ~ the Seismic Subcommittee meeting

with the staff on Appendix A, 12/15/77, 1/27-28/78.

(a) Transcript of the above meeting (approximately six

hundred pages).

(b) Consulta'nt letter reports by:

A. H-S. Ang -

John D. Maxwell

H. Bolton Seed

Shailer S. Philbfick
4

Merit P. White" '

James T. Wilson (2 letters)

Zenon Zudans -

(c) Letter report by David Okrent.

C. Formal Public and Industry Comments

Formal comments on problems in the application of Appendix A

were obtained in response to a staff Federal Register notice published on

1/19/78. The public comment period ended 3/1/78. Additionally, one

public comment was received during the ACRS seismic subcommittee meeting.

Also, at the request of the AIF, two days of meeting were held with NRR to

discuss problems and recommendations for change. Specific sources follow:

.

6 Enclosure "E"
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l. Public comments in response to staff notice.'' '

(1) Weston Geophysical Research, Inc.

'(2) Arizona Public Service Co.

(3) LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and MacRae

(4) Pacific Gas and Electric Co.

(5) D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers, Inc.

(6) Lindvall, Richter, and Associates

(7) California Division of Mines and Geology
'

(8) ESASCO Services, Inc.

(9) Southern California Edison Co.

(10) Los Angles Dept. of Water and Power

(11) General Electric Co.

(12) New York State Geological Survey
~" '

(13) Law Engineering Testing Co.
"'

(14) Stone & Webster

(15) Dames & Moore

(16) Sargent & Lundy Engineers

(17) Commonwealth Edison

(18) Nathan M. Newmark Consulting Engineering Services

2. Public Comment at ACRS Seismic Subcommittee Meeting

(a) Central Maine Power Company

3. Comment by AIF

a. Letter from J. Ward to H. Denton, dated 6/15/76,

summarizing comments presented at 5/12/76 meeting.

b. Verbal comments received at 1/9/78 meeting.

7 Enclosurc "E"
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0. Comments by the USGS

The staff has solicited formal comments on Appendix A from the

_ USGS. Formal written comments are still pending; however, we have had

several discussions with USGS staff on Appendix A, on 9/30/77 with

James Devine and with members of the USGS Nuclear Advisory Group in formal

' and in informal session on 12/77. Comments received in these discussions

have been considered in our compilation of issues.

E. Additional Sources

Numerous other sources have been considered in our compilation
=

of issues. Included here are discussions with professional peers, review

I of papers presented at professional meetings, scientific publications

discussing Appendix A, documents relating to NRC policy and practice,

_

documents related to interfacing issues, andethe Appendix A historical

= file. '

E

=

h

-

"

.

E

h-

.
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TERU: Executive Director for Operaticas
!

I

SE'ECO: M REIATICESHIP SciEEN SAFE SEUIEGIN EARDiCUAICS A10 |

CPE3ATING SASIS EAIE Q'S.KE5 l

recuest this merr.orandt n st ::tarizes for your infomationIn respense t: ycc:
and da: of de other Cc:nissicners de technical i:rsues involved i

in da i- ="-31 stienship between de safe shutdex. eardgeske (SSE) and
cperati.~g basis ea:Sq;aka (CEE) in their determination a .d application |

to design. , , ,

NRC regulatiens ( Argendix A to Part 100) identify two levels of: parthq;ake -

severity to be acplied to reactor seisnic design. These are c'11ed the
cafe shutd wn earthqcake (SSE) and the operating basis carthcuake (CBE).

These cardgaakes can be and are regarced and defined as either geolcgic
events c: as e.~;incering design regai:e:ents. These two perspectives -

are often difficult to : elate to cne ancther. Scth points of view are
explicit in Appendix A.

Viewed ceclecically, the SSE is the nest severe earthqaske which can
affect .ne s .:e. The CBE is the mest severe earthgeake which is reas:nably
likely :: cc ur at:ing the operating lifetime of the pir.t.

Appe.xii: A defines in detail de elenents of the geolcgic and seis=clegic-

investigation of prcycsed sites. Eeterministic p:ccedures are given to
estdi 4 <- -ke safe shutdown eerthcrake. These precsdures reqaire c:nsideratier
of (a) de seis ciccy of the regicn in which the site is lccated, (b) the
regicnal and 1ccal geciccy, and (c) the nature of the ma 'ri'is underlying
the sits. If the structural geology of an area is underst cd, A endix A

_

precedu as for detecnining the SSE usually have the effect cf placi .g q eater
ec.i. asis en structural geolcgy than en historic sei:sticity,1.rgely
because of de limited historic record.O

,I'
*

.

'
'Centact:

'

Ecber: 3. Minecue <
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ne btr.t of these preceitres is to identify the raaxi tan eardg:ake
Si:h :n rifect the sita. 2ere is, of ccurse, sc:e prcbability of

.

exceedi g the S55. -'.is p::blem is because of the uncertainties arising
~~:c cur lbited u-ders rding of the frequency and severity of large
scale eard:nzie .thenc e .a and the limitaticas of geclcgic and ceo.ch.vsical.

i tresti:sticas, rader than lack of validity of t'.a concept of a limiting
ear d s 2%e. In a se .se,'then, the likelihood of exceeding the SSE is
a meast e of the s ate-cf-the-art of geolc:gic and reis cicgic urderstanding;
it p::: sly is en de order of c.erha=s 10-o in any civen year for any site,.

bt'. v_' _%. a m.-v w_' # a a__ _ e - ' rd. .-
. --

Se c.:arati_0 hasis ea:S:"ake, although an infregaent and major earthcuake. e

is a much cre likaly gecicgic event. The recurrence interval frequently
cere4#= =' applicable :: Se CSE is in tha range of 300 to 1,000 years.
Althcugh in engineering p actice t% CBE is usually established as a
fractica cf de 55I, in nr.v tarts of the ccunt:/ there is a sufficient

.. .~ record cf his:::i: seistic eve.ts to pr: vide a tasis for a prcbabilistic
assessment cf the CEE if '.nese events are censidered in licht of the
-,4...5 ._-,c._....-,.f., , ,. ~_% -- - . -

Appendix A dces nc: prescribe specific geolcgic precedures for establishing
the GE (although 1: d:es specify a minimum leiel). An ANSI stardard*
has been draftec cesc:_::.: a medcd of prchabilistic assessment of the
QE. Pr:babilisri: analysis was used for est211shing de GE for the
Ecshkenc g Sclea: ?cwer Plant. Ce acclicatica for a ccnstructicn .cer=it.

b.ba g e.a..r.. - o .4 mn.c.) g4 - =.=-.ed by A.Q 3.- - - . s-. . . .
..

Bis app::ach of t.4c isiels of severity of a natural thenomenen is not
unig:e :: ear 2 ;*kas. O.ere is a gced analccy between the concept of7
the SSE ri GI rd that cf de Frebile :'aximtra Flecd (??7) ard Standard.

Projec: Ilecd ($??} .: sed by de U. S. Ar=y C0rps of Engineers (ard NF.C) .
te lete:. c: .:..,.<e :.ccc c:. tn.ese too r,ccc. c .se = ge leiels .4 s ses ant'. .,,v

... . .. . .. .

a

the sa .e is :he SSI a;:i CEE, rese.ectivelv. .
-

V.' n. =^ _'= c- .T._*=^_ .=.~..-'.'.~___'.~.Anc.'~-.., ' %. d es ; ~-.. '.'..as.' s "c. '_%. S.=.-- _ . .. _ _

4 .,, e_ w. . . m - . ._. . =. - -. . a ag.e. . - ,.a s-- %.. -1 .," e.e. .i c. n u->_.=c.u.s '~a l v_-: .. -
.- .. . -

_ ..
- . . ..-

pretsc s de pdli: '-'''" ed safety in de e;=nt of an extrece earthgaake.
"'he GE is es a..lished as the rest se/ea u-'hcuake follcwing which
the cir.: cr. Iafel.v he crerated wit'.out s:ecial instecticns.. . . .

*"Gcidelines f:: E= ermining de Vibratory Grct:.d "ctica for the resien
~

Iards-- n #c: Nucl23r Tacilities", AES 2.1 Ucrking Grcup Craft,
- . _ , . - ..eu.,... ..

io-._. ; ,
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Emineering c:: des and design practice apply these two earthquake levels-
dif#a w '1y. Category I structures, systems, and cccsonents*, must maintain

.

their safety function for earthquake levels up to and including the SSE.
'n.at is, although the plant, as a pcwer generating facility, may be. severely
damaged in this extreme event, it must go ^through the earthquake without -
undue harard to the public ad follcwing the earthcuake the reactor must
be capable of being shut dcwn and kept in a safe shutdown ecndition..
Cn the other hand, the engineering design cbjective with the CBE is that
the plant is capable of being safe in cperation after experiencing an
event less than or eg'=1 to the CBE.

As an ex.= le of hcw these. events are applied to design, in use of the-
ASME Sciler and Pressure Vessel Ccde, the SSE is normally applied as
a Faults C:nditica, meaning that stress levels allcwed by the Ccde.which '

- wc"M result in ge_v.r.ent general deformatien are perrtitted except when
defc=.atic wculd lead to less of safety functicn. Cn the other ha.'xi.

the CEE is censidered as an Upset Condition er resign Ccndition in acplicatic
of t'.e Ccde and is used in cenjunction with lower allowable stress leiels
at which no general deformation wculd cccur. In addition to differences' '
of allcwable stresses, there are other differences in design analysis '

. methcds in the apclication of Faulted and C; set Ccnditions. Many seismic'
designers see N S5E as being the basic seismic design basis with the
CEE playing more the role of a cross-check basis using different analysis;

procedures and different liriits to assure the adecuacy of the margin
provided by the 55E design ever a wide range. Viewed frcm t-his perspective
the CSI is =cre of an engineering safety factor applied to design analysis
rath=r *~ n being seen as a seismic event.

To prc7ida such a sa'aty factor, AppeMix A to Part 100 centains the
statema.t. that the " Max % 2 vibratory grcund acceleration of the Cperating'

Bases Earequakes shall be at least cne--half the maxi:ntra vibraterv crcund
accelersen of t'.e Safe Shutdcun Earecuake." 'ihis is a scmenhac arbit ary
relatic.-eip which assures that the stre'sses asscciated with design Icad -
ccmbinatiens pits the CEE Icading en systems essential to safe operatica
wi' 1 net result in general yielding of the =aterials (i.e. will recain
in the elastic regime) .

Ch the other hand, if viewed as a seismic event the acceleration asscciated
with the CEE may range frca as icw as 1/10 the SSE to as high as 80 cr
90 %. In parts of the ccuntry where the st uctural geology is not well
unders:ced, current practice wculd lead to CEE's tyoicMiy ahcut 1/2
the 55E; Y at is, roughly one Intensity unit icwer.

.

.

'tefr.ed and listed in P.cgulatory Ceide 1.25, "Seisaic cesign classificaticc
.
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The.shakire assc iated with actual earthg.akes is a very c mplex vibratory
.. .. . . . . .

. met.cn w.:n w:.ca va:_4ations in u,recuency centent, amp 1.4 c.uce, ano curation
dependi .g en the ty e of initiating crustal =cvenent and the transmission
of de :::ica throuc.h de earth. Normal engineerin~s .ractice is to definec
Se vibra Ory cotica input as it affects the facility with a ccmpcsite
resp: .se stect:en based en a nuder of earthgaake records. Usually this
res=se seset: ra is refuced to a time-motion record (a synthetic seis:cgram)
fc - . . . . . . . .. . .

a ..u.ca acn to c.esic.n. ':his e ineerina. c. ..erination or vibrato
rotien input is gite c= plex and centains a nunber of ele:ents of arbitrary
conservatis=. A gretp'of Esgulatory Guides * has been issued which provides
a c% sta definition of the vibratory motion input for reactor facilities.1
S.e cely distinctica between the S5E and the GE in the application of
these :sspense spectra to design is a scaling by the can.carative acceleraticns.

S.ere are a n=her of specific issues and p cblen areas that are related
to the de:scine.:ica a.d a=lication of these two events which are identified

' ' .. -a-4 hrief.y described cel:/. Attach:ent I is a detailed staff analysis
' '

'

.

' disc.'ssi==. de suF;ect at greater length, prepared with the assistance
,

of t% F?2 Divisicn cf site Safety and Environmental Analysis.
.

1. Is t' e GE a safetv r-=r'ated eient in de strictest sense?-i
.

P.any pecple do nct regard ,the GE as a safety-related event. Design of
the plant to wi$str.d de 53E withcut uMue public hazard is felt to
meet the safety need. Se decision whether or not to centinue operation
of the pir.t aftar an ear-hgcake is seen as a decision of the utility.

-- If an ear hquake shculd cccur, the safety of the plant for centinued
.

operation could he es.ahlished by a suitable, possibly quite extensive,
,

' ' inspecti:n :: gra: without re; airing design to an GE level. As criginally.

, - published for c=:ent .L.:e.ndin A reflected this perspective by makirs-

the e e M 3 *-- cf an GE cptional. Perhaps the bast argt:.ent for
regarding t'.e GE as a safety-related gestion is a rec:gniticn that
in de afte ath cf a najcr earthgaake needs for gewer would be significant.

- ?:%. centinued reac c: cperation might he a comunity recuire ent.
Ano:.e: ar;= ant sc .e. ires advanced is tn.at t.ne wicespreac sna9,1ng or

.. . . . -

.

the ea--hq;ake affec s reac:cr systems in c= plex interactive mcdes
which are no: easily foreseeable. Bis makes it app:cgriate to recuire
s=e le e1 cf g=-="' ==-egake desie.n within the elastic respcase range.
hu. i . fa:: a: plication of C3E design to structures, systens, and c=:enents
:c: alsc c veref by SSE design is gaite rare.

*Esg ' = cry Geides 1.60, "Cesign Response Spectra fcr Seismic Cesign of
Suelea: ?cwer Plants"; 1.61, "" _': ping Values for Seismic Design of
Nc:' aar Pcwer Plants"; 1.92, "C=bining Modal Eespcases and Spatial
Co.._4nents in Sais=ic Resp:nse Analysis"; and 1.122, "? lect Cesign
Eespence 5pectra Cevelcytent for Seis=i: Cesign of Flec:-5cpported
Egi=ent er Cc p w.ts" .

;
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2. Stould the CSE be established as a soisnic event or as an emincering..
'

safaty factor?

A widely-held engineering view is that the analysis of a sei::mic 1 cad .in
the range of f:cm 1/3 to 1/2 the S5E prevides the best ergineering verificatic :
of noismic design, and that the CBE should be established in .this tengs
at a value such that the soisnic design is detonnined by the SSE, not the
CBE, since the CBE is seen as a design check. Nota that other ncn-sel=uic
factors may cent:cl the design everall. Cn the other hand, if determined '
probabilistically as a geolcgic event, the CBE would not necessarily be
-within this rarse, and may or may not datocaine coisule design.

3. htat vibratorf motion characteristics should be assumed for'the CBE?

The c= plex ..citi-f:egency shakhg of an oarthcuake is nonnelly reptosented
for design pepcsos by a highly cen:orvativo s=cothed rospense spctrum.
The cae respenso spectrum shago is nor= ally u:ed for both tha'SSE ard
CUE design, adjusted caly as to acceleration. Sinco the COE is an cardcuako
of Icwer htansity ard likely shorter duration, a less cen:oriative ressense
spectrum might well be apprcpriate. "'

"'4. Eow sPauld isolated acceleraticn peaks be treated?

It is not cusual in en oa'rthcuake to have a high amplitudo acceleratica
posk of li:ited duration and little impact en the ressenso nf a ecmplex
struct=s. Ic: exa= pin, such a posk (1.25 g) was men:,=ed at the Pocoima
Osn in the San FerneMo cardquake in 1971. Current practico is to bare
the engineering design en a responco spectrum which i=plicicly assumes
sustained shaking (and in effoce disre;ards isolated peahn) ba::ed on the,

general ershcering cencansus that ieolated peaks do not ha'io any significant
of feet en st:uct=es. .

,

5. hhat bspcti:ns cheuld to carried cut folicwing an earthqsako exceedhg
the CSE?

Appendic A d:es not provide guidanco en this matter. It is very difficult
bofero the fact to identify in a generic way exactly what inspecticn pecgram
wculd to apprcpriato af:or an ear $qaako. Certicrcely, folicwing an cardgaho
cbeariable effects en the facility could rescenably be expected to irdicata :'

the a::an reqairing bspction and the types of inspectica needed. The
staff pcsition has been that the icvel and extent of inspection followin;
an cardgasko should to based en cbcarved demeno and a cc. prison betwcon
the cacched respenso spectrum u ed as a design basis and de reepenen
spect:::: cer:espendhg to the aca:icn ac:cally exprient ed by t.5 facility.
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C.a actual shaki.~g can be detemined by seisaic instrt::nentation recuired
en all ::: clear ;cwer pir.ts to measure earth =uake input. An .vsI c5mittee -

- wnich detelcped a s:aniard defini~. g seisaic inst:tnentation regairements .*

to = east:e inget* is new well alcng'on a standard which defines a basis
for assessing "e::ceedance" of the design respense scectrt:3 in a real cvent**,
to p::: vide a basis f:: decision en level and type of inspection basc4
on t'.e actual facility res;cnse.

.

? /k hw 4A

Febert B. Minogt:e, Director s

Office of Standards Ce/cloI:..ent
At v _ ent: .

.. Ce:siled staff Analysis

cc: Chai=r. ?mden
Cacissicter C-ilins:cf

*

Cx=issicne: Kennedy
Cffice of the 5-3c:sthry

:

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.... ..

*;25: 513.5, "T1:t'.q22ke Instrt=entatien Critaria for 5bclear Pcwer Plants",
e-d:rsed z.-d amplifici in F.egulatory Guide 1.12, "Instrunentation for
T. art'.q 9.2s" .

**;;3: SM2 p:3 2.10), " Guidelines for ?.etrieval, Review, ? ccessing, and
?/alca i:n f:: Fece:ds Cbtained fr:n Saisnic Instr.=entaticn".*
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SAIS SIE.'- 0;U E.LC CUAKES (SSE'S) AND CFERATING BASIS .
; E'_<HO~AKES (CBE'S) AND THE ?EIATICT. SHIP EE? DEEN THE ':UO

,

I. ??IEE'7 SIT?1AICCN WI-'E FIGA?.D TO "EE SA3ES. FOR SELECTICN OF SSE
.

' The Sede Shutic.m Earthg.a'<a (SSE) is that ear'thcuake which is based
en an etal ation of the':acist:a earthecake potential in the region
of the nt:1 ear .pewer plant site. The etaluation is based on a
considaratica of the racional and 1ccal geolcgy and seismology and
c:. he specific c' = = 'stics of the material on which the power-

.e_ ..: n_ _a le_c.,...;.. ...r .. __ _

F:: sa' ecti:n cf the SEE, Part 100 Appendi:c A describes two distinct
c.ecirc.i:a 'se' : =.ical situatiens within which sc:auhat different_

p:ccedres a e re uired f:r determ'.ning the SSE: (1) Wen the seismicity
,. ., _. s_ 3 . , , _ s . __ ._ 4 ._. e .u _..as c_.d/o ca-able faul'-s c.-'.d. (9 ) w'c.as.. . _ -

.

se'=--inity :r_-- '-= a' =ted to gaolegic structures and/cc capable faul's.t

A. Sit .atic: Cne: dhen Eart'.cua'<a Generatine Structure Can Be
_,__.a_ . _ . _ _ _ _. m_ _. , , ,

0-'ha first situatica, in which seismicity cdn be related to
c. acl=. i: seu::t es and/or capable faults, is more tv..=ical
cf .he wes:ern Tnited States, which is a regica of c= plex.
ge-1:g. a .d high seismicity. The following four steps represent
c.: :r.t s"s#' pr:cedure fc: establishing maxicum SSE acceleration
:, _. s . . . , _ a . .a

a_ _ .

, . ,. 2 _, ~. .:. e m.u-~cn_: s .t . 2rna. ,a_,, u., s..u, .a.e.en u o.= t u...u
_ .. - . . m. .. - . - __. .

ez::nctaxe :u.s ::y or :ne area m wnic'1 a nuclear scuer clant
.

.-ill be 10:sted is made. This assessment includes the
freq.:ency of ectur ence, and the mui==: earthg.:ake of
rec::d. Tac:cni: structures in the area that ha;e associated
e.,4 e e - a 3 seen-47:ed. Sy definiticn tectenic structures

-. .- ;ls1es.,.u.t e s c _< -u u:on_a o f n.u., ea u., s., , ,
- .. -. .w, a. e

.. . aw - _

::ust and may or may not encccpass capable faults. For
sca ple, the San Andreas fault zone of California and the
C'- #--= ' ' . ' - ...'...'.c.a '.o'h C u..e ." =. M. to '- a- . a .. "-n _i . s '- . t.C ~a.= .'. < s.

C . ..' .a. aa.tY s C o'w, ar.d W-.a_o t'.*. .*
d*..a . .. . _ s 3_...s. g .. .f,

. - a
- - ..

_ 1 a _c_ ,,,,.. . Au 9u . m.. e _.
. v -

,. .-.,. nis'ar .i c a. r._ ^ ' . v .' *. cc-". a--

.. . . .

en a tec:enic structure either near or upcn which the power
:len: will he situated, tha a= 'be uake is treated as thouch.

1: teck c.la:e at the c.re:csed t.ower c.lant site..

o

.

. . ..e.,
t.f % e 0 s sa t tt V

. _ . . . . . - . .. . -

__
-
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Ce:eninatien of Cacable Faults. . By caans'of historic rece:ds
e

a.: geoleg en investigations, capable faults *.hich cculd2.
Table I framccnceivably affect the site are identified.

sectica IV of. Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 presents a mini ==s fault
len:.h versus distance f:cm site, for censideration of tha -
faul in establishing the SSE. For capable faults, theThese charac'*"ics
characteri_4 tics of the fault cust be kncwn.are determined f ca historic receras and by geologic investigetien
they incitde the length of the fault, amount and nature of.
displacscan: en the fault, physical. properties of rock and soil
asscciated with the fault, and information en past acvecents
n. _a ._, 2_, ._. n .

._ _
.

Since a fault dces not
tece_ inatica of muira:n earthcuake.3. qth, an effective rupture-

usuGy :up:ure along its entire 1e. Current staff . practice is to
leng-h -"=: he established.
assce t'.at app:cximately 40% of the total fault le.gth will.

be i-::17ei in any single event.

Given :his rupture length, an earthcuake ccgnitu-la is
_. p r* i ical relationships betweenthe fault.deta=!.ned f::

ruptu a leq. th, earthgeake me;nitude, and displacement lu.veThe relationship'
been derel. ped aisd'are used for this purposa.

' detel:ced en AEC.centract by Benilla a:d Buchanan (1970)
n z purpose''is ccst widely used, although others (Alge=issa.I.

are scuetimes c:ploye-;fe:
(199 ani .'.rhraseys and Tchale _ka (1953))
Tnis ni== eardq;ake has al,.nys been larger than the mulat:
his:cri: sa:Sqeake associated with the fault; heweier, the

.

: xin= historic earthgeake wculd be used if it were the larger
of he :wo.

c.e maxi =
Da:e:+tica of maxim:n acceleration at site.to cccur on the portien4.-

ea:_: pear.e :ntensicy is asstne:
cf :he fa it or tectonic st:ucture c1csest to the plant site.
C-iven na ea:27eake and Se distance to the site, de
accelerati:n at Se site is determined using attentatica
:=i = '-**ps dsvelcped by schn hel a.e.; seed (1973) . Cther3)):ela:icnships (Hofnann (1974), Ecusner (1965), Ccnovan (197
are als sc.ati=es used. The largest acceleration :esulting
at de site f cm the earthgeakes on the various capable faults
is than used as the maxima vibratory acceleration for the

A_ endix A recuires that this acceleraticn he at leastS5E. :

one-tenEh the acceleration of gravity (0.lg) .
|

|
, *

.I
t

:
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3. Situati:n Oe : When the Cause of Historic Earth:uakes Cannet
be P.eistec to Kn:wn Geolccic Structures-

The secc.-d situatica, in which seismicity cannot be related to
c.ecl:=.ic structure and/cr capable faults, is tv.oical of tha'.

eastern United States, where it has gdnerally not yet been p:ssible
t: relate sei=-'4ity to tectonic structures or capable- faults in
canv. areas. In this case, tectenic p:cvinces are used in the
es.shlishment of the SSE. 'Ihe following steps present current
std f pt:c eure in this'situaticn.

1. Dece =i a:icn of tectenic crovince. A tectonic province is
t as ce:=ec m Appenc x A) a region of the North knerican-

:n-inen: characterized hv. a relative cer_sistenc.y of the
gec1:gic s :::: ural features. There is no definitive
gana:C'y accepted identification of such pecvinces in the

Y, Cnited States. Seie al prcvince maps exist (by King (1969),
Eardley ('_352), Hadley-Devine (1974)) and are used for
ca.e_al cuidance, but the basic detemination of such a

e e . e e

p:cvince, 4:_ restired, is ms e on a case yy-case oasis.- _

.

2. Deterinatica of maxim:n earecuake. Since in the second
sicca:::n we are cencernec w:. n a regica in which seismicity.
is n:: related to kncwn gecicgic structures, the maxir.us
hist: 3- -Wgake of the region is t:cated as thcugh it cculd
ec::: a:c.shere in the.tectenic pecvince (i.e. , at the Mante
site). Gec1cgical e/idence, a high level of seismicity or
a shc:c his:Orical :ec:rd, Cay dictate the use of an
eardgnke intensity greate: than that of the maxim:n hist:ric
eardgake of the tectenic p:ciince.

When an adjecent tectonic province has experienced an certhgala
greater dan these of the tectenic prctince in which the pcwer
plant is to be lecated, the maximca recorded earthgake of the
add a:ent p::vince is treated as thcugh it cccurred en thes
he:de: cf the two provincas at the point closest to the power
plan: site. The effect of such an earthquake en the plant site
is de: ermined as described below.

Dete_---ination of maxi. u:n acceleraticn at site. Mcst historic3. T

eartncuaxes in tne eastern Un .cea States are rec rded in ta=s
of Mcdified :tercalli intensity (I .n!), and the maxil:ta carthquakt
fc: Se site is also specified in Int. A maxic= acceleration
is derived f=a this intensity. A ncher of c rrelati ns of
acceleraticn cnd intensity have been develcped by varices
auth::ities. Cec =ccly used is the relationship d:neloped by
2ifunet cnd Erefy (1975). A -M Mcnship frem Kaumann (155-; }
i; ales sc etines u cd.

Enclosure "F".
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Fo: :2xb= earhtgeskas presced to occur 'at the border of
adjacent tactenic p:cvinces, the intensity of that
e : 6 .nke is cc:::2:ted to a Richter magnitude usLrr;7
relatiendips developed by Richter (1958) or Nuttli (1974).
Given 9.is magnitude, the maxi = acceleration is calculatd
in de same =r.ner as for eareq. sakes as:cciated with known
faults, usinc. de same 4 :tenuation.relationshir.a.

.

In de ca.se of the Charlesten SC 1886 and Nau Madrid MO
1311-1312 cardge.akes, the recorded intensity contours are
used to detache the intensity at the site, and the site
accaleration is detecnined f:cm relaticaships such as Trifunac
a .d 3: dy ('975 ) or Net nann (1954 ) ._.

_e _= _ .._ c_ _e_, : _ _e_s. _v_ _= = _C.", .w,r-
-. ._ _

Tc da'ine de 55I precisely for ergineering design purposes, the maxi:ntra
heri:: ._al g::=d ac:elaratica associated with the SSE for a given
rt.::les: . -e: pla .: si a is established by the a .clicant and approvede
by ._.e . _. ad:s: 37:c-ei g en the maxi. ::: ground acceleratica for a
given sita, Regdat::y Guide 1.60, "Casign Rasponse Spectra for Seisaic
Desigr. cf Nuclea: ?cwer Flants," scale:! to the SSE a eleraticn, is
nc= ally used f:: estslishing the free field ground vibratory motion
asscciated with :..a 55I for the site. '~ne applicant also has the optica
of usi.: site-de:endant desien res: case secctra in place of those oiven

- - - - -

*. .rar_-* _ _2 a. y C : _*. ._ .a. I . g. .-u_
-

.
_ w.. _ _

It is p:inted c= in F.egulatory Guide 1.60 that the acceptable design
response s_:ec== p::cedure for nuclear pcwer plants is a prece:!ure
devel_ ped as a -== ' of tw statistical studies of response spectra

n g-.....,,.y o. e., u..o o~- m_s a7.3 m._. n_a_._.-___,,_,,__-_._,n._g. _
.. -_ _ _ .: ..

:ecc-.rded design p::cedure is centained in t5 e pa;cr entitltid "seMic
Design 5pect:a f:: Murlaar ?:wer Plants" by Nathan M. Nemark,
Jch . A. 31=e a-d Ianuar K. Kapur (.:S I, Jcurnal of the ?cwer Division,
Nctr_e: 1972). n a study by John A. 31t: n, a total of 33 different
sa: 2 7:2::e :e:::ds were censidered, with the peak g::und acceleraticas
f:: ::sa cart:"2kes ranging f:c:. 0.11g to 0.51g. A total of 'S :ec:rds
ws e ;.nd '_. a 1: dy by Mathan M. Ne e.. ark, with the taxic= g:cund
..-_.___,_4..- < . _ . , ,. 4. ~ u. ,1 d _i - ~.- . .i m. . a .: _i . ., f.- ~.is 0 . O.h, y * o 1 . ..c. ..
_ . _ . __..a ._ . . . . . . . _- - .

.artense spectra were calculated f r each re ::d for varying degrees:

d d.v__:i g and - san spectra vere derited frca statistical cnalyces. '"ha
. ,n ,. c -._b _: _. a_ <, .s~ a g _4._., ,., spe_ u.,:a . .as..._ ,v gu s.tecau ._- , , . . _ . _a .- . ..- -

rec = e..ded f:: design c.ure.ccas, us L;: 1 .' an 1us or,e stardard deviation
- ~

z.s da desi..e,n s setzt:n ::cbability letal.. . .
_ . . . . . -.

.

Y O S|j f N

. _ . .
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I

It can te seen therefore that the characteristics of the actual
ear:hg.ske re:::ds used by Slene and New. ark, such as their fregaency
cente . r.d the d::ation of their metiens, are Inharent in the design
spectra f =d in ?.egulatory Guide 1.60. Since a nt:-ber of ccnditiens
a a e relc. red in ?.e:ulaterv Guide 1.60, the deteloc:ent of s:cothed

.

si .a ds;enden: spec::a f: a a single ea:thgaake record wculd be less-
c:nza: ati'te bec="e.* i t cciers only cne canditien.

..

,-
It is i.-.-,.,rtant t: ez:h.msize that the .ceak g:cend accelerations of the

' earng,:akes used in the 31tne and Newnark studies are maximus moticas
.

cbss.-ted ' d.et.on: lent of __th.e du atio.n of.sr;e.gd,s..haking__at thos_a lev.e.ls.-
- -

. , _- ,

' n:.s . .t:: duces a degree of conservatism into cesign spectra, since it
is =.l'. establie* ed in earthgaake engineering that the mest damaging
g::=d n:ti:ns are typic =1'y these letels of motion (frecuentIy of lower
e---'' uda t'.a . the :caks) that are maintained for lenger perieds of time.

_er,_m:.D 'IO .._: o- gs cC'.. "L"~m__o.'T C"c "_:_:' O:_". . : - . -, : _ _ _ . _ _ ,. .: a _. _. _ a_r_ _ . ms . .. -_ . ..

Se C;erati.s asis In: hq2ake, as defined in 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A,
is tha: =- '-- n= -hich, considerin, the regicnal and 1ccal colcgy ard
ca''---1: .r a-2 s.a:_fic ch::actaristics of lccal subsurface material,
00.C.d :eas:ni-1." ':a =.2:e::sd to affect the =lant site durins the oc.erati.~2

.

..

l''' ' '-= plan:. 2 is that earthgaake which produces the vibramy
g: tnd :::10n f:: which those features of the nuclear power plant necessary
for cc:inusd : s:scica without undue risk to the health and safaty;of

_ e .h. s _' :..d__ 'o . e..ain fur ~ _'c..al .t'. a y ..'_ '_ _' - ' _ .- .

Se01:'-:2 value cf -he =cceleration level for the C8E is currently
specifief in Appe.-di: A to 10 CFR Part 100 as at laast cne-calf the

w' .'i.. _i e 's.'_a_vm'l ua norm'M ya, ,. , . ,__ ,_ __.' . . d =_ _ _= _- .#. . u "_ r 'm-'.e o~ r a.- .A__ _ _ c. a

s ecified. ?:: si:s.s not in hic.hly cei._rmi.c__are.as , th_M-requirs:ent
is.c:n ::llin: i. -he selection of C35. -In these areas, earthg.:ake..

,,

m,. ., , _ , _ -_ _ . e _ _.c. = . e a m.c..naoly 'a ex,ec'_M *so c~.~u In 's..a. lim',
* b- _ , :,

_-._.__.2 ...

of da plan w l'. usually be less than cne-half the SSE acceleratica.
.

?c: sitas in hi:hly seismic re;iens (mainly in the western United
Sta_ss' * c=ple:s description of the CBE is dcvel ped. Geolcgic st ucture

... .. . ..ncas wt n watc. ,a2.sto:1ca.,:. eart,ac.ua-:ecap =._e ;au.:.ts :: tact:nic crev:.. . . . a
>- '- y han te-a . asscciated are censiderei as pcssible s:urce mechanin:s.

u ,. o- ,_ ,: c ,,._ r e - b.l ._w e < o_ , .,n ana . . . . ,e .s _. .- - -

:__-,.c :_.,, , ..._,,u._4_ .. = e . . ._. w a o-u _ ..- -m ..- - - _

(a T.13-'5) cr. he used to help estimate tha a-~1 a"' ion level t'.at can
_'.u____<...w._ i

2 v. __.=_ _- ". #. a to au"_#c_<.t th.a . lan d 4 ~.,- _' '_ s c ~. ._ r = ' -. ., l 1' _' .=.
- ...._ : _.._

(a;;::". ira:aly S:ty years) . Bis acceleration nay be graater t".an one-hal
.--____u__.. to e.~._ s 4 ._.,s .,__e ,_, r_ . . ,<

_ _ ._ _: : _- . . __... .

e

:".a r.1. n e . . a. u t- n
_w ..

--
__.
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To define da C3E precisely for engineering design purposes, the
sa:e res:c se s.:ec .run as dat for the S5E is used, scaled only as

o _,___ _., _., 6 4 on .- _ _

=_o_ab' ish_i g t%.. C=.=. to be ..ot lee _s t%q or... hal_". _:. " _ .:.: .i "._e._'.
d n i..__ .. . -..

.

. _.a . ., : _, . s. ..e _ _4 . .::
._ .

.

1. O.a stress level in W.e safety-related struct.= es, systems, and
c nents is allcwed to reach yield level when the plant is subjected
5: a 55E in c=.bination with other applicable leads crevided ther -
ne:essarv. =a#ety functicns are maintained. For the CBEr all structures r.

_; _= '.- a._s , a. d. s. __. .=_.'a ..ece_*sary- ... cr.u_i..-ed c_s_-atice. w1' "-.out"- - -
.

_

u-due risk t: "-= %='th and safety of the public are designed to
_. ._ . .en_ w_4 : hi,. el_,s-_t c 1.:ru.ts w ._n st,.b]o., ad o %._ . . .. _=._ , c _4 ,. ,2 ,_; .

. . 2..u_ . . _

-. m..

CEI in c+i .ati:n with no=al operating loais. The usual rr.nge of
a '. va:la elas_ic stress is frca 0.45 to C.6 of the yield stress._.,'. . _ _ . . . a_ _ u._. .. u c- e..s:. _< s c n.,_; s .nt u. ls.u. th.,.,, :

.
u

. . _ _ _ . __ . o m e c.. n_
. . -

rz i: Of de yield s_ress (allcwed for 555) to the allowable elastic
.a.-__=. : ,- ._. .,;

__ c.= =. ) .z____. . _ . . _ . .

. . .. _ _=_. .. 10 0. r e-,. _i .- =. .e. ' %_. '- '%. nuclear ,cwe . %,.1an'- %. :_ : , n-
- - :: *__. . _ _ . _ . _ . . .. __ .

_ 4, e _. .. : s.._., .~.y c. . u..d a.s.".4 c.1 ex-a.e.> s tF.= '. o ' '%._ C r.c.
.._ .-

... . .-. a . , . . . .

C-is require e.t indicates the advisability of an CSE which is large
enc c.h so that d :in a stre earth:take all the nuclear cwer:

. . .

ri = .ts in a la ge reographical area are not shut cown and the public
3 e_s._ .,.4.c. c. . - e_ =. _ _ _ : ._. . e_. __ . ..

(It sh ' he n :ed tns: another a.cc.licatien of the CBE arises when seiz::i:.

effec:: are censida ad in c=.bination with oder natural phencmena. For
. . . . . . . . . . . .

eX3.~"p1*.e, * . cate-~~. .". .; C:".e cas1CD Dasis ;or Certain Structures of the ultiC2te
heat si _<, he CEI is c:nsidered in cc:bination with waterficw based en
sav e - =. ' .. . .' _' t ..=..a 3 .7 ' .%. res.i n c.' "m% .e.'-" c. . e . ".1 ' a- a:.:.1 3 .=.u.4C.

*
"

. . . . - w .,

#o # '"ba ~~

_# -a '.~.a.. * i ' * * .o C e ~2r.*. '"o # .*_ # --.eacas of CS */'' .? .#.". a." .- = 7.a " 4_C .eb..ip
*

; ,. . - . . . . .

c _t w . _ . : u.s : -
-

: c:. .. . _ . , ,. :.a r . wa ...
<

st ~. s,s.a.CC.:.
.

= a . .. . . 'm. *.. ,_ ,* a L.. x.u. . .D aa g._- ..,. -..

_.'
--

.

.. .. , , .

L '.' . :..:.: . . . _. A:r.%:. 1a.'.u uta mL e
-

- _: -~_ . -.. _ _ . _ ~ . _u n Cc .2_7 1S. ~.'S .: =.a =u~ :D e0 ::.: a .8u C .:-:. : :: :
.. .

:: ~~ u 1 . - - ~ cn

c s.2 g____, s_ .A s ._ r. w.., 1 4 o.g h. d CC' ~s.=*."c*'d e '5 I -"'' #C U S. S iC,, . . T6".= t'.Cd elCg*,I; . .- . w . --. .

b a. _t ,. ..=.,.4 s. A ,... _J a_. u. s_a.".$ .4 o a._r _e e fs.s.c 4_3. g .E g. ,]. g a . e..ygg l c.pi..; j .; _; , ~ . . .. a. ..

%. e_:. 2 4.s 2._.:. 3_ * rc ,.e .._
. _ . ._- .

-

. .
. . _2 3 . .. _, t ::-. . . 0,2 4 10 0 r =. -,.1.8 _- >s ' ". .$. v 4% atarv_ ..o t.i.c..a- c"+.%..i t.s:. _

o . , s. .a. ~ . . ._.. .w

~ __ .- b g C a. .3._.= 4
* s - o# t.%.- #~._.#a'- # 7 1 cV S1:- 32

. .. . wy . esc, C ."*. s~ :.#** ** *, . .. ~- . . -

*

'_"* * e. 2 sW.'.* a 2.". $. ','"'.#..5..'. 'wV. d e"-'' Col * * i".'";- ''.=,'b".,.a._~ _2 o_'=.= '3._a .-...
.

n .O.c _ula *- ~.* '~'uid e .1. 60, i..iC.b. ar m.
--- _a - .--. ,.--...

42.__.__s'
.=.:.=. _4 .c 4 =f 4
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f:ee field spec =a. c these free field spacera ?.agulatory Guide 1.60
, specifies :,: he:h:n al spectra having the same amplification factor
j r.d e =-''- i spect::. h:rting emplification factors which range frca

=e sa a :: /3 cf :ha anglification factor used for the hori: ental spectra.
.

. 3 .. ,3 a 3., .% . .. Lng , t.'.~..e Y..c'~. ia. s c~...ye.i'.'.l e u. it.5 tb.e frea.. . . - ... .-. n.

fie*.d specca ara ge .e:atsd. Engineeri .g analysis of the site is performed
:: fi .d he c:ces:ible hed:cck motiens. Cese bedrcck moticas are used in*

sci'. s=ue:ure 'in:eraction to find the plant foundation motions. T..e
S.u dati: . *.rtel ::ticas (rep:esented by spectra or t'.:no-histe:ies) are
in =:n used in es stiu::=al mcdel of the nuclear sc'.;e: plant to find
s=es:es r.d disp' 2::csa:s in varicus elements of the clant and the ficar
das.p :e.rpense spac=a :o be used suhsag.:antly in the design of ficor-
s _7.::ad squipe.: r.' c=;cnents. Scnetimes structure-to-structure-

.

4._..,_. _....,4.,. a e...'~... _4_# t'..'c o r .'~. .-a. .~" uc'"-'s aee in*
.. . . ; _ .._.."..'.

_.
. . . .. . . . . .;._ _...

.

-,._4._.., .

. .. ,c.,. 4 3 ,n si s . - ..a furtd.er ...cdi'v 'Si.
. ._ .. . . . . . . a. .

Su .:::1:n leva'. desip input into a nuclear powar plant structEre.
.. _ . __ _. . . . _ _ _ . . . . _ ,,, . c _:. . C'"I .3.4. ,,, ,, :, S x...- - o u . u .. .2..._.. ..: . .: ....

A. -'.e:e is : ;1::1:y of data for usa in detemining the magnitude~

of the +t:=7 axa asscciated with a given fault length, certain
types c f e r: h7.:2'*.a scurce cecha . isms (such as overthrust faults.

r.d :sv2-== 's"':h; resulting f:cm ccmpressicnal failures)

c.a .e:s'.~." hsva hi her effactive stresses ac:oss the faultr. .

1sedh; :: g:ea:3: energy releases and thus greater cagnitudes
u._,.. ;.... _4 .., _., m. a _no g _, a 4 ". __6 o r ..o .*.._ c1... -slio.._ . . . . . . _ ... .
,..:. . _ _ . . 4 _, <c o_i .s . .- '_a. _ ^ c .~re f_-ac. .tiv u.n.ea, .y...-,, . , -. . -. .. _

.'' . _J 4 _s' a = 4 * = cb.. 4 = 3 g g a. d m.. .I.. .e. ..d bY dat3 s.Q g We g gy e,= g e--
*

.
.

#-a
. -. .

.n,0 fa'.*.'."*s, leedhg to unduly C:n3ar7ativa magnitud2s for other-

,

__._i_.
--.e ,,, a.

-':cse e- piri:al :21atienchips cer. 2in an additional cenmevative
..,s a . . . 2 4 4 < .1 t.4.., s in d e . ,. 4 , 4._ t.u., .,*0t.. . , en h s o f4

;s. .. . ._ 3 - . m.. .

2, ._. _n - ,n.-, .u ..t -,s's a= #.~n '~as. a".'.nc a .cc . " i - . ... c .* M .a
. n~__ a .. .. .. - .

fault na,- he hu-ind teneath la.~.3slidas or a deep alltriial soil
. s~. _u. a . .,.mc ' a t." " M- ~. ~ as ,3 at t.".y~ ~.~ ..,. c._ _ . . . . . , u ._,-,g a , ..guc ge _.n. r; . . . . .

.32 . 3 ....... .. t.w.6,.3 t... ,. _....; , t i. ._. a. i. n e.,, %. . . .b. .w rw,,
. . 4. .e.. yw.. . .

gg ..g n 1,., %.3 .gi1 A ty.n.n%.
--(..-e J .c g.1,.mA g3 [..,3 a.%. ,. e a.

4* *. .
y%. .;- .-.. p,

n 1. ..a.. w4 ( 3 _, _. ,) g a s.%.n , p y... ,;,s,. 4 g o e .s.,.: . g

. . - _ ,. . . _ 4 , q
, g y g s _. . .. ,

.. v .- . s -ay- . .:. .

.-. a. . , r., .; .t ;.,.s1 a. ~.4 -..3,,, et_ ,a,,,.,,.g n.e..
. a.- . . . , ea u . . . .

3. :n es-= ' ' Whg the maxist:. ecceleration for a site, there
._ . s .: _"_ * .- a.. .. a. a o u*w . .%. ic r. m.. .c.v. ". .h lo:w e.v. r. - .. r =_"_ ed .N..,v. a.. -.

tha . nh. . cssibla near-field (cicca to the fault) .'.ccalerati:n.

.3 3 a .w. e i ..,._3 o. c, _,. .,...,.v.,. s. ., , ce.n . a. . ,.s. 3 s 4 e. , e..u. , :
. ; u. . . ..w. .. .~

... . 3 a.4a..;w. d n.1 g 4
.g , . . , ."J. e ". "a O4 0..*C','.'.~.;*'..*'.e.*

#J46 .p.. . .-3u w .. . . . ...

w . .,. ; , ,,,m.. ,g a. [ a.. . . L.a . . a.t. . .a .to *.* "- . # s "w''' '' '. *_*1. .#.0 4' ...,,,*i..A.,. i. b. ,. A ,. , . . #
.. , s. w - < w .
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C. Ve:y high isolated'psah accelerations brie been =essured but
a:a not used in scaling and applying F.egulatocy Guide '1.60
dasign spectra. . Thesa maxbum acceleraticas are usually of
sh r duratica and do not have time to build up damaging energy.
::sar-peak accele:aticas maintained for longar du:stions will
be cc:a damagbg. ,'Ihe du:stion of streng motion is particularly
significant for design stresses neac the yield point (as is the
casa wi.th the SSE). -

.D. Cetermination of tectonic prevbces is a point of centention
between the staff and irdust:y. In general, staff scactice
is to use relatively large_trJcnic_previnces._to ensure
cc sertatiy_e_djts_ign. !!: wever, there is a great WaTof
tadnical a:gcust frca industry to use :: aller tectonic
p::ti.:es.

I. "s.scha:icn of =axt t:n acceleration f:c:n htonsity creates
d:.f3bul:!ss in Sae intensity is a subjective measure of grourd
::_ien. Also, direct infor:ation abcut the duration of strong
::-lon is ics: when using intensity as a measure. Tais is a
fiSicult p::blem since al cst all earthquake data for - the castern
United Statas is in tocas of Mcdified Mercalli intensity.

VI. ''Tr4:7 IS3~IS '.CTH RESPECT 'IO F.IL%TICNSHIP SET.1EEN CSE A"D SSE

A. The CBE ca.. he c:nsidered to be not safety-related and -
daraf :a app::gristsly cho:en by tha applicant as a mattue2

:f ecencic Ndgecent. In such a case the guiding facNr
f:: the appike.: to cheche a co:tain 9-level for the CBE would
:e es c:s: :f shutthg down and :estarting the plant after an
3I cccurs. If the applicant che::es too lcw a level for the
II, he =ight ircu heavy costs of chutting down and restartin;'

-ha plant several times during the life of the plant. Furder,
; -

:.f de pir.t generally has an bedequate reicic design basis
is mr/ bcur er.tansive cests den to certhqaake demu;e to power
;a .e:a' "- *~' tranr:nissien egaipent. (An an example dame;c
c: utiliT/ systms in ths San Fernando es:thgaatte ameented to cheth

,

$100,000,000).

F.egulatory Guide 1.12 specifies that vericus saismic inst:=ents
: he used t: ascertain whether the C3C has boon exceeded duzir/g

an earthqJake. When instet :entatica chevs that the pea!:
accalaration er the ressen:e spectra experian:cd at the fcundaticn
of the centab=ent building cc in the free field exceed the C3E
acceleration level or respen:o spectra, the plant is, regal:ed
to be shut dcwn pending permi:sion to rese.e operaticn. To
detecabe whether or not the plant can safely resume operatices,

Enclosure "F"
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visual field inspectica of safe y-related items, which may_t

i .c'. fe n ndest:::tive testing if need is irdicated, is.

j
'ist.ienen:35 a.-4 the measured respenses frc:n both the reak-.

.e:::dh; a-4 strong-motion acceleregraphs are ccr:pred with:
,

: css ass =ed h the design. Considerable cost and time is,

L i.te:17ef h dis p:ccess of inspecticn ard verification, which
includes such itsr.s as (1) inspecting the piping for any mcvene.t

*

:dbing, (2r hspecting the structures and ecci;=cnt for
.

:

a::c=al displacr.ent, (3) reviewing the recorded data on plant
' c:

::s:atinc. c.ansraters for an"t. abnornal cm. ration of ecaimcote

d=ing even:, and (4) c:mparing de recorded ressenses with.

2e design has'is. To c= pare de responses, the earthcuaka data aus
he :e::ieted f:= the inst:t=ents, dicitized, and used in the ccmput

*ly technical specifications of the licensees areCsanal p es.
used t: ac:=plish the inspectica and ccmparison of the ressences.

-

'

5c e ms=:ers of de staff feel that the ceE should be established
t

3.
cased en p:-habilistic methcds, rather than being specified as

'

_ Sis cculd be dene by checair; an ee:29:akcf de SSE.= '-=- #--

'--=-tal to cctain a sufficientiv. small cr:bability of.- = - " - - = - - *
a-=# --* d=h; de cperating life of the plant, and mcdifying,

or eli=ina:h; he require.ent dat the CBE be at least ene-half,

; .e difficulty with this approach is in how to selectthe SEI.
an app::gria:s recurrence inte: val. Also, there is verv. little
e = ''- - = = ' = - = f: the eastern United States, creatina creblems' .

b de:arink; :he earthg:ake s:rterity for a given e :urrence
hte:rzi. 2.e:e is scme feelbg that the historic rccords for

use in predicting geolcgic phen :ne-Co " - * ' - = = - = **o sh::t fc :
=-= " '- - = wide range of cpiniens on how such an appecach'-a

,snc"'d '-= m3 There have been caces fee which an CBE less
-

h k, --=~. ::a /..-Z.f 35E has been acca.~.ed by the staff as the eart c.ua ei '

, wihh c:u'd :32senably be expe::sf to affect the plant during its
.

'__.,,_.._-u.
.

. ~ - - _ . . - - - - -
.

5.=e f:-al E a the minhu:n CBE shculd be cet sene4cere in tha:
. .e .. . . . . . to ~. .~e ". ur ..' . o u' *.. S5~. . I ". .i. s 's'..a _i _-. ....._,..: - _

.
~ . .

::::an_i:n da:, with an CBE es:al to one-half of tha Esz, the
M desien :d nany c=penents in a nuclear c.over c.lant is c.cverned by.

-- '-Mcas irtioivhg the C55 rather than by cc2inations'-5

which ' " "d a the SSE. While reducine the CBE/55E ratio aight
Y.: s=a :ases, reverse the situation,'in othat cases it will not.

:ssily centrcls the design are the choices of Icad fact::s,Nrt: d 2 2 C3E is c 0'. cad 5; :=-binations, and all:wzble stnessas use .
: .e :f de leadirgs but in nr.y cases the ccmbination of nonseint.
1: ds has the cent:ciling effect on the design. To overc=e

this p::blem, the Icad catination 9:estiens and allcwahle
s resses wculd have to be revised to give differeni weightings
t: the leads i tiolved. Differences of opinien e<ist within

!

| da staff On *.iheth3r Or nCt Dis Shculd te done.I
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VII. I:Gecert IGJIS WW.! WZ SEIS:Ec CEstc:t triccotMI

A. P49ulatory Guide 1.60 is banad only on limited data.
Thoco is rects for impecvment in the chapta and splitudo
of the f:ce field dealgn ce:tpanno spctra na a function
of ::cgnituda at.d distance. '

,

'

3. Payulatory cuido 1.61, which givou tho deetping values to be used
in the noimmic malysis of the nucione powne plants is banni
on limited test data and ereyincoting jud;e.nmt. P. cm

for imp:cvunnt also mists hers, becauco a nlight diffeconce
in depbg valuon em make a subatantint differenco in tha
resultinJ st:ossos in various ccmponents of thu plant.

C. ?r;ulstory Guido 1.60 apcifion that t!m sco mplification
facto:s ha used for the two horizontal npctra, and given a
zo;arato rat of oplification factoen foe tho vertical opctrta.
hsro is scto fooling that the splification factors for the

soccrd ho:12:ntal sp ctrum and the voctical upctrum can be-

".ess than th:se given in at;ulatory Culde 1.60. -

D. So shap of th1 spctra as given in Berjulatory Guido 1.60 in " o
rce nuitable fo: noil liquitication analysin, accordirr; to acco
v in',.1. A site-canptibio spctru:n in coco appropriato for y ,

t\mso enlysos.

E. Soil in a . on1!ne.se matoria.1 when r.ubjected to the dynmic
notion cf earth:;uakes. At prouent cout of the nou.-ntructuren
intarac i:n c& son ord nito analy::en Coe deconvolving tha
_ ice-hist::y =otIcns are haced on thu elantic (1 boat) peopction
:: the s.:ll. Ouro must be a nubatantial Improvemmt in the
s*:ste-of-the art befora nontboat analy::en foc colla can bo
inco.7:sted into tho design mothcdolojy.

T. In car:fbg out the at ucturo-to-structura interactica
taalysen, the major ptchlem on cuntural in the came an
la coil-st:ucture intert.ctica malycen, i.e. , the el.astic
:ather than !nel.utic prepn: leu of tha soil aro u:od in
the andyces.

3. Wico a:o t.o useat kinds of ennlynas which ato pteforud en
at:uctures nubjected to earthquak, cotienna (1) resgn::o
e, pet:tn enalynis end (2) ti: e-hintocy onalysin.

2:o major question raia$ about the congnun npe:ttt.m technigun
in how to canbino tio molal roup:n::n and tte of *ects of thren
em;cnents of eacthgaku i. Reju14tery Guido 1.92 op:i:!cs
t:ccerdt:en bued en the present nLtta-o?-tha-se .

;
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of the .hree directions is perfec ed, the problems of acdal;

c:rbi .atica = 4 three carpene .ts of earthquakes are eliminated.
Ecwieri the .crecedure rec.uires a cerc. uter with very larne meccrv..

.
, capacitf, therefore it is not being widely used at present.

E. Cegulatory Gcide 1.122 specifies precedures to becaden a .d 's:ccth
the flec: rescense spectra. The guide also prevides the precedure
to cc-3ine t' a three ficar respense spectra for a given direction.-

9.e g:esticas raised about the guide include the s.mcunt of
breedening a .a t e precedure to ec-hine the three spectra for a
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